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1

Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Background

Electrification is one of the most noteworthy engineering attainments of 20th century which

has left a great impact on human life [1]. Power network seems to be one of the most complex

systems on earth, though it is highly efficient and reliable but still there is a room for improvements

in terms of efficient usage of energy and maximization of network resource utilization [2].

Electrical energy has become an essential part of human life and has modernized almost every

arena of life. Increased dependence on electricity, diminution of fossil natural resources for the

production of electricity from fossil fuels and increase in level of emissions have risen a threat to

the atmosphere in terms of global warming. Renewable generation sources are mostly emissions

free, nevertheless their intermittent nature stresses more flexibility on consumption side, which

needs Demand Response (DR) with distributed intelligent control entities.

The fact that electricity needs to be consumed the moment it is generated makes it hard to

meet supply and demand in real time due to the switching of loads and intermittency in renewable

generation. In order to overcome this, a bulk amount of time shiftable load and storage media in

the system is needed which could increase the network utilization and fulfill the increasing demand

with a limited capacity enhancement requirement of the power network. Controllable consumption

from non-critical loads could enhance energy utilization efficiency to a great extent and could also

provide energy cost savings to the consumers.

1.2 Aim and Scope of the Dissertation

Mismatch between generation and demand could be adjusted efficiently by controlling the

use of flexible loads to stabilize the power network. Bulk storage could provide a good buffer to

accommodate fluctuations on both supply and demand sides. Incidentally, Electric Vehicles (EVs)

could play an important role by providing a huge source of storage for electrical energy and also

a reasonable amount of flexible load in the power grid, apart from their benefit as a clean form of

transportation with almost zero emissions. EVs as a flexible load could fetch spare power from
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the grid during off-peak hours and could feed power back to the grid during peak hours or if

production from the renewable sources shrinks.

As stated by statistics Finland, until the end of year 2014, Finland had about 2.6 million

passenger  cars  on  the  road with  a  very  little  penetration  of  EVs [3].  If  the  penetration  of  EVs

increases rapidly, then fulfilling the charging needs of EVs with the existing power grid and

market structure would be challenging. Regardless of all the expected benefits which EVs could

offer, the charging solutions for EVs would have high importance to find the answer to this

problem. Various charging strategies for EVs are presented in [4]-[14]. Compared to conventional

vehicles, EVs have limited range per recharge and longer recharging time. This thing demands for

the enhancement of EV’s battery capacity to fulfil its travelling needs (which is not the scope of

this research). The other thing is the intelligent charging infrastructure for EVs to charge them as

optimally as possible both in terms of charging cost and time.

In addition to EVs, Storage Space Heating (SSH) has a great potential as a flexible load in

supporting the grid in power balance management, especially in countries like Finland, where the

space heating load contributes a big share in the total load of a domestic household. Intelligent

control of Heat Storage (HS) charging could benefit the grid in mitigating the fluctuations in

demand and supply and could also reduce the energy cost for customers to a great extent by

optimally scheduling the charging. References [15]-[22] have discussed scheduling of recharging

of SSH, however quantification of the flexibility of SSH still needs to be defined for the

implementation of proposed SSH charging scheduling.

Charging solutions for EVs and SSH are considered in this research. However, main

objective of this research is to propose solutions for EVs’ charging in terms of meeting their

charging requirements in each scenario and also to investigate their potential and challenges for

grid support in critical and non-critical situations. By reviewing major energy market mechanisms

it is concluded that, consumer’s participation in the market is important to get the optimal usage

of energy. Such algorithms are needed which consider the flexibility of time shiftable loads to

schedule the consumption for flexible loads. This thesis is a slight addition in the field of power

system engineering especially in charging solutions for EVs and SSH for power balance

management in smart grid. Basic advantage is the customer participation in the energy market.

Secondly, the cost effective use of energy and power network resources with the high penetration

of renewable energy sources in the system could be achieved. Thirdly, it provides the security of

power supply and preserves customers’ privacy. Unnecessary or emergency shutdowns due to

power imbalance in the system could be avoided by having bulk energy storages in the form of
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EVs as a load, source and storage media and SSH as a flexible load. It enables the electricity

producers to avoid the need of running standby generators for maintaining power balance and

could assistance the aggregator in supporting the network. Hence the fluctuations on the power

generation side due to high penetration of intermittent renewable generation sources could be

mitigated by flexible loads to have more reliable and efficient power system. Individual loads are

more actively involved in real time electricity market for the optimal energy usage. Availability

of intelligent charging infrastructure for EVs would motivate the vehicle owners to go for

transportation solutions such as EVs, which are more environmental friendly and cost effective.

1.3 Contribution of the Dissertation

This dissertation is composed of nine publications [I]-[IX]. This section briefly presents the

summary of major contributions from each of the individual publications.

Publication [I] provided an overview of the basic facts about smart grids and control strategies in

smart power grid. A comparison is presented between the centralized control and distributed

control in power network. A comprehensive study has been performed on the anatomy,

development platforms and applications of intelligent agents as a distributed control entity in smart

grid. This review forms a base for the development of DR frameworks based on intelligent agents.

Publication [II] presented peak power limiting for individual households for different time

regions of the day. Charging of EV and SSH is prioritized depending upon the preferences of the

individual households.

Publication [III] analyzed different charging schemes for EVs and SSH. Linear programing based

model is developed to manage energy consumption for charging of EV battery and HS tank cost

effectively and also as a peak shaving tool.

Publication [IV] provided a comparison of different charging strategies of EVs using various

power tariffs. Impact of EV charging on capacities of distribution transformers located at different

locations is analyzed. Peak charging demand of EVs are compared for Flat tariff, Time of Use

(ToU) tariff and Real Time Pricing (RTP) tariff.

Publication [V] proposed a demand bidding framework for the rescheduling of time shiftable

loads when the day-ahead prices are known. Flexibility of time shiftable loads for the postponing

and preponing of power use is quantified. Potential of participation of flexible loads in demand

bidding for energy cost savings from customer’s perspective is analyzed.
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Publication [VI] proposed a bidding algorithm for the participation of EV in V2G and G2V. The

flexibility indices of EV to participate in V2G and G2V are defined. Optimal initial cost of EV

battery is identified which makes it feasible to join in V2G program. Potential of EVs in

minimizing power mismatch is evaluated.

Publication [VII] presented a feasibility study of fast charging of EVs on highways when they

are traveling on long routes and recharging is unavoidable. A charging infrastructure model is

developed with a real traffic pulse to see the impact of different penetration levels of EVs on

Socket-to-EV ratio and waiting times at charging stations.

Publication [VIII] discussed the utilization of fast charging stations for EVs from charging

station’s owners perspective. Various investment scenarios are studied to determine the

profitability and payback time for the charging station owners from installed charging system for

EVs on highways.

Publication [IX] analyzed the impact of fast charging of EVs on highways on power distribution

network loading. Network capacity utilization is studied for different penetration levels of EVs.

Effect of acceptable waiting time for EVs on peak power demand is determined.

1.4 Dissertation Outline

This dissertation is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 presents the basic idea of smart grids and the distributed control in smart grids

based on intelligent agents for the optimal consumption of energy. Demand Response (DR)

objectives and its implications are addressed. Potential of two flexible loads e.g. Electric Vehicles

(EVs) and Storage Space Heating (SSH) is explored to see how they could contribute to support

the implementation of DR. Finally, the anatomy and applications of intelligent agents are

presented to form the basis for the agent based frameworks for DR.

Chapter 3 deals with implementation of different power tariffs to see the impact of each of

the individual power tariffs on the peak power shaving with time shiftable loads. Impact of EVs

penetration on power network capacity is analyzed.

Chapter 4 introduces a demand bidding strategy to achieve intra-day DR objectives when

day-ahead energy prices are known. The proposed demand bidding algorithm is analyzed from the

perspectives of both, the aggregator and the end customer. Participation of EVs in Vehicle-to-Grid

(V2G) and Grid-to-Vehicle (G2V) is also discussed.
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Chapter 5 addresses the charging solutions for EVs on long routes where the fast charging

of EVs is unavoidable. Socket-to-EV ratio is identified for various scenarios of acceptable waiting

times and possible investment scenarios are also analyzed. Utilization of charging stations from

charging station owner’s perspective is studied. Power network capacity utilization and the

possible up-gradation with the increase in penetration levels of EVs is analyzed.

Chapter 6 highlights the main findings of the dissertation with conclusions and discusses

the possible research topics for the future.
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Chapter 2. Smart Grid Framework & Flexible Loads

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system has been used for a long time

for the monitoring and control in power grid, which is based on centralized control. With the

increasing penetration of distributed renewable generation and participation of end customers in

the energy market for the energy balance management, the need for more distributed control and

monitoring is growing. Intelligent agents could be employed as distributed control entity in the

modern grid to have decentralized control with more security and privacy. The development of

intelligent agents based frameworks for the energy balance management in smart grid is important

to get more participation from the end customers in the energy market. Presently, the frequent

availability of internet and more recurrent use of smart meters in households made it possible even

to control the appliances remotely in real time. It enables the customers to have choice whether to

participate in Demand Response (DR) or not.

2.1 Smart Grid

Smart grid is an idea of incorporating the existing power grid with contemporary sensing

technologies, control methods and unconventional communication techniques for achieving the

projected features of a modern power grid [2], [23]. It is a vision of having following features in

the future power grid [24]:

 Empower consumer participation

 Put up all generation and storage options

 Enable new energy markets

 Meet power quality requirements

 Assets optimization and efficient operation

 Self-healing nature

 Resist external attacks

Smart grid framework is presented in Fig. 2.1, the smart grid framework has two major

portions, network management and energy balance management. Fig. 2.2 elaborates the main tasks

under network management framework of the smart grid.
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Fig. 2.1. Smart grid framework: A big picture

Fig. 2.2. Network management in smart grid [25]

Introduction of renewable energy sources as a distributed generation in the existing power

grid is one of the aims of smart grid to improve the sustainability and reliability of the network

with reduced emissions [26]. Conventional distribution system does not support distributed

generation and energy storage at distribution level [27]. Monitoring and control in smart grid could

be better done by implementing internet in power grid. Though, introduction of internet in smart
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grid requires the grid to be modified accordingly for more secure and reliable power grid. Smart

grid introduces the energy market mechanism based on Internet of Energy for the abundant

participation of end customers in the market.

2.2 Demand Response (DR)

In order to cope with the mismatch between supply and demand the need of running standby

generators not only add the generation cost but is also not environmental friendly. Thus, it

intensifies the need of techniques to mitigate the spikes in the system by regulating consumption

deprived of system expansion. Demand Response (DR) could be a good option to achieve this

objective. DR is “the changes in electricity usage by end-use customers from their normal

consumption patterns in response to changes in the price of electricity, or to incentive payments

designed to induce lower electricity use at time of high wholesale market prices or when system

reliability is jeopardized [28]-[29]”.

It is the regulation of usage of electricity in reflection with the generation situations by

reducing the consumption from flexible loads during peak hours and encouraging the consumption

from time shiftable loads during off peak hours for the cost effective use of energy and

optimization of network resources. The aim of DR for the energy balance management in power

grid lays in the fact that, a bulky mismatch between supply and demand might lead to interruption

of supply to critical loads which affects the power system reliability. Flexibility to change the time

of consumption for various loads is the main thing to achieve DR goals. DR as a tool for the

optimal and efficient utilization of network resources and the potential benefits from DR are

discussed in [30]. DR faces some technical and regulatory hurdles in its practical implementation.

Many researchers have suggested various DR strategies for the power balance management in

power system considering various flexible loads [31]-[49]. Numerous DR techniques have been

employed, however, effective DR methods have been extremely required for a long time. Effective

approaches to outline the flexibility of discrete loads and active participation of customers is still

missing. In the following section we would consider two flexible loads and outline their potential

to support DR.

2.3 Flexible Loads

Time shiftable electric loads which could shift or alter their consumption against some

incentive based payments are considered as flexible loads. These are the noncritical loads and

could participate in energy balance management for supporting the grid in dealing with critical
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circumstances. In this study, we consider two time shiftable loads as flexible loads: Electric

Vehicles (EVs) charging load and Heat Storage (HS) charging load.

2.3.1 Electric Vehicles (EVs)

United States contributes about one quarter of the total emissions over the globe and major

portion of this emission comes from the use of conventional gasoline based vehicles [50], which

highlights the need for more eco-friendly transportation options, such as electrically powered

vehicles.

Fig. 2.3. Various aspects of EVs [VI]

Fig. 2.4. EV as a flexible load, flexible source and storage [VI]

Fig. 2.5. Possible plugged-in sites for EVs [VI]

EVs could play an important role in reducing not only emissions but they could also

participate as a storage media for the grid support as DR entity. EV battery capacity and its driving

needs reflect its capability for supporting DR. Several perspectives of EVs in which they could

play important role for society, environment and power network are demonstrated in Fig. 2.3. EVs

are not only a mean of transport, rather they are entities in the society which could minimize the

use of fossil fuels for transportation, make reduction in emissions and can also act as a grid

supporter in energy balance management of smart grid. In context of EVs’ role for grid support,
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these could be flexible load, flexible source, storage media and also a market player to influence

the energy prices as presented in Fig. 2.4. Benefiting from the fact that almost 90% of the time

cars are parked [51], consequently when parked and plugged-in, EVs could provide a good storage

for electrical energy for supporting the power network during critical circumstances. Possible

parking sites for EVs are presented in Fig. 2.5. Long parking durations allow EVs to sell their

flexibility to the grid by shifting their charging time according to the needs of the grid.

2.3.2 Storage Space Heating (SSH)

For maintaining indoor climate control, unceasing energy is required for heating or cooling.

Especially, in countries like Finland, where the need to maintain the indoor temperature could not

be overlooked due to extreme weather conditions, demand of energy for space heating contributes

a big share in the overall energy requirement of the household. Comfort level which is based on a

range of temperature makes space heating a flexible load to some extent but its flexibility could

be expanded with the Heat Storage (HS) tank. Charging load of heat storage tank is time shiftable

due to the available capacity buffer to meet the real time need of heating demand. HS charging

could provide a reasonable amount of flexible load to support DR in energy balance management.

2.3.3 Quantification of Flexibility of Electric Loads

Different indices are defined to quantify the flexibility of time shiftable loads. Basic

definitions are listed here but more detailed mathematical definitions of these flexibility indices

of time shiftable loads are presented in Chapter 4.

Flexibility Index of an Electric Load (Fi): “Flexibility index of an electric load is the measure

of extent to which an electric load could allow the shifting of power usage in the whole day.”

Flexibility index could have value from 0 to 1, i.e. 0 ≤ Fi ≤ 1.

Flexibility Index of EV (Fiev/FievA): “It is the degree of extent to which EV’s battery charging

could be shifted during the whole day before the next trip.” EV has two flexibility indices, i.e.

flexibility to advance EV charging (FievA), 0 ≤ FievA ≤ 1 and flexibility to delay EV charging (Fiev),

0 ≤ Fiev ≤ 1. Indices of flexibility of EV to participate in V2G and G2V are FiV2G and FiG2V

respectively.

Flexibility Index of Storage Space Heating (SSH) (Fihs/FihsA): “It is the degree of extent to which

a household could allow the shifting of charging of Heat Storage (HS) depending on

indoor/outdoor temperatures and comfort level.” SSH has two flexibility indices, i.e. flexibility to

advance HS charging (FihsA), 0 ≤ FihsA ≤ 1 and flexibility to delay HS charging (Fihs), 0 ≤ Fihs ≤ 1.
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2.4 Distributed Control in Smart Grids

2.4.1 Intelligent Agents

Different approaches have been adopted to define intelligent agent by [52]-[55] but more

precisely an agent is “an intelligent decision making system that is situated in some environment

and can act flexibly and autonomously in response to any change in that environment to meet its

design objectives” [56].

Fig. 2.6. Anatomy of intelligent agent [I]

Fig. 2.7. Intelligent agent model [57]

Ability of an intelligent system to make modifications in reply to any variation in the

environment is referred as adaptation and intelligent agents have two kind of adaptations, i.e.

active and passive adaptation [57]. Agents are rational entities meaning that they do the right

things at right times [58]-[59]. Agent based system could have a single agent or a group of agents

as Multi Agent System (MAS) which cooperate with each other to achieve a common goal.

Communication between agents is carried out by Agent Communication Language (ACL) [60].
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Fig. 2.8. Classification of intelligent agents [61]

Fig. 2.6 shows the anatomy of an intelligent agent. Intelligent agents are autonomous,

reactive, proactive and social [62]. Main components of intelligent agent are shown in Fig. 2.7.

Classification of intelligent agents is summarized in Fig. 2.8 [61]-[64].

2.4.2 Agent Platform and Development Tools

Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) [65] is responsible for the

standardization of intelligent agent based systems and their compatibility with other systems. Main

responsibilities of FIPA include the standardization of:

 Specification Life Cycle

 Specification Identifier

 Classification of Specifications

 Agent Specifications

 Agent Communication

Agent platforms offer the agents with the facility of unique naming, sign in and sign out,

identification of the existence of fellow agents in the directory. Most of the agent development

platforms observe FIPA standards. For instance,

 JADE [66]

 Java-based Intelligent Agent Componentware (JIAC) [67]

 JACK Intelligent Agents [68]

 Jadex Agents [69]

 AgentService [70]

2.4.3 Agent Based Modeling of Smart Grid

Because of the centralized nature of SCADA system, the main processor is responsible for

making decisions which might lead to processing delays, therefore it increases the threat of giant

glitches also due to communication delays. SCADA system is vulnerable to cyber-attack which
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shows a deficiency of network security that puts the reliability of the power grid at risk.

Alternatively, MAS has distributed control nature which solves any problem locally. MAS breaks

the complex problems into subtasks and based on distributed control and parallel processing it

solves the problem locally by distributing processing load on multiple agents. The existing power

grid could be intelligently modified as smart grid from control theory viewpoint. The control

architecture based on MAS would have hierarchical approach where agents and subagents act as

autonomous entities. Intelligent agent based smart grid would have two classes of agents, one

dealing with energy balance management and the other working on network issues. A seven layers

hierarchy of MAS in power grid is shown in Fig. 2.9.

Fig. 2.9. Seven layers agent based control architecture of smart grid [I]

MAS in power grid typically has three communication layers, Deliberative Layer,

Coordination Layer and Reactive Layer. Based on built-in knowledge reactive layer deals with the

immediate self-healing actions. Coordination layer prioritizes the triggering events received from

the reactive layer based on pre-defined priority list. If the preset threshold limit is exceeded then

the triggering event is sent to the top layer. Deliberative layer coordinates with the coordination

layer for consistency assessment. Communication between top and bottom layer is done through

middle layer of MAS. Reactive layer makes short term planning for locally controlling the system,

whereas deliberative layer makes long term planning and analyzes the system from wider

perspective. Agent based distributed control of power network for isolating the faulty part of the

network is one such example of application of agents in smart grid as presented in [71]-[72].

2.4.4 Agents Based Energy Balance Management in Smart Grid

Matching of supply with demand in real time to balance the system is challenging. Modern

electricity market demands more participation of end consumers by linking the aggregator to the

end customers. It makes a three layer hierarchy from aggregator to the appliance level to achieve

energy balance. Bottom layer agents are the appliance level agents, these could be loads, micro

sources and storages. Middle layer agent could the household agent which makes coordination
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link between the bottom layer agents and the top layer agent. Aggregator agent is the top layer

agent, it could be the energy market bidder whose objective is to make optimal utilization of

network resources by switching and controlling loads at the bottom. Energy balance is achieved

by shifting the use of flexible loads in the bottom layer. Each agent in the bottom layer keeps

information and control related to its capacity, demand forecast and flexibility. Middle layer

household agent requests information from the bottom layer agents to respond to the queries

received from the aggregator agent.

2.5 Conclusion

Most of the aimed features of smart grid could be implemented by employing distributed

control in the power grid for the network management and energy balance management. Intelligent

agents as distributed control entities could increase the security and reliability of the power

network. DR is a good tool for the energy balance management in smart grid, however the

acceptance and participation from the end consumers is challenging. EVs and SSH as time

shiftable loads could play an important role for energy balance management in smart grid, as both

of these loads contribute a great share in the entire load of a domestic household.
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Chapter 3. Power Tariff Based Demand Response

Presently, the flexibility on generation side of the power grid to maintain the energy balance

is reduced due to the high penetration of intermittent renewable generation sources in the system.

Demand Response (DR) is a feasible tool for shaping the demand along with variable generation

to achieve energy balance management. DR demands for additional time shiftable loads with more

flexibility in the system to attain its objectives. In this regard, this chapter looks onto the potential

and issues concerning two flexible loads, i.e. Electric Vehicles (EVs) and Storage Space Heating

(SSH).

3.1 Literature

One of the important causes of slow penetration EVs in the market is due to the lack of

intelligent charging infrastructure for EVs. Without the existence of intelligent charging solutions

for EVs their rapid penetration would be challenging for the grid to meet their charging needs and

would not be cost effective for EVs owners as well. EVs could challenge the grid as well as could

benefit the grid due to their charging demand and flexibility, they could deliver cost effective

usage of energy [73] and could act as an active player in DR [74]-[75]. Estimation about the EVs

charging demand in future with respect to the existing power network capacity of UK is analyzed

by [76], effect of EVs charging demand on UK’s seasonal load profiles is investigated in [77] and

power quality issues due to EV charging load are addressed in [78]. Different pricing schemes are

compared for the EVs charging cost by [79] and methods to reduce the power losses in distribution

network by optimally charging EVs are discussed in [80].

Linear programming based DR control scheme for charging of storage space heating is

discussed in [81]. Some recent articles [82]-[84] have been addressing charging solutions for Heat

Storage (HS). However, the need for combined charging solutions for HS and EVs is still present

there. The following sections would suggest, compare and analyze the coordinated charging

methods for EVs and HS from both customer point of view as well as from network perspective.
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3.2 DR Using Different Time Regions of the Day to Limit the
Peak Power

3.2.1 Proposed System Model

Intelligent agent based peak power limiting model is proposed by defining three different

time regions of the day. A three layer hierarchy of agent is considered as presented in Fig. 3.1.

Bottom layer has Heat Storage Agent (HSA), Electric Vehicle Agent (EVA) and Non-Flexible

load Agent (NLA). Middle layer agents are the Household Agent (HA), Environmental Agent

(EA), Source Agent (SA) and Generation Forecast Agent (GFA). All of these middle layer agents

have bidirectional communication with the top layer Aggregator Agent (AA). EVA coordinates

with HA to update it about State of Charge (SoC) of EV battery and charging demand based on

daily vehicle usage for transportation. HSA forecast the heat demand based on meteorological

forecast and household parameters. Indoor temperature is controlled within acceptable pre-set

limits, depending upon available charging power it charges the HS tank for consumption during

peak hours. HA fetches information about the connected critical load from NLA.

Household Agent

EV Agent

Non-Flexble
Load Agent

Aggregator Agent

Environmental Agent Generation Forecast Agent Source Agent

HS Agent

Fig. 3.1. Coordination of agents to make a Domestic Energy Management System (DEMS) [II]

HA is a second layer agent which communicates with the base layer agents and the top layer

agent and performs the status check about the forecasted demand from EVA, HSA and NLA.

Based on forecasted demand and available peak power for next time slot from AA, it schedules
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the charging of EVA and HSA with reference to predefined priority of loads for different time

regions of the day. As an example, AA may limit the peak power during each time slot for

individual HAs depending on the generation forecast from GFA.

Fig. 3.2. Division of the whole day into different time regions to limit the peak power

Table 3.1. Lookup table to select the charging power for EV and heating load based on SOC

Level SoCev Pch_EV SoC_hs Pch_ht Energy per 15 minutes

1 < 20% 4 kW < 20% 4 kW 1 kWh

2 20% to 30% 3.5 kW 20% to 30% 3.5 kW 0.875 kWh

3 30% to 40% 3 kW 30% to 40% 3 kW 0.75 kWh

4 40% to 50% 2.5 kW 40% to 50% 2.5 kW 0.625 kWh

5 50% to 60% 2 kW 50% to 60% 2 kW 0.5 kWh

6 60% to 70% 1.5 kW 60% to 70% 1.5 kW 0.375 kWh

7 70% to 80 1 kW 70% to 80 1 kW 0.25 kWh

8 80% to 95 0.5 kW 80% to 95 0.5 kW 0.125 kWh

9 > 95% 0 kW > 95% 0 kW 0 kWh

Three different time regions (TRs) of the day are defined as:

 R1 (from 17:00 to 22:00), where maximum allowed peak power is Pmax-1

 R2 (from 22:00 to 07:00), where maximum allowed peak power is Pmax-2

 R3 (07:00 to 17:00), where maximum allowed peak power is Pmax-3

Maximum peak power is assigned to each household during each time region by the

aggregator to limit the consumption depending upon demand and generation forecast, as shown

by Fig. 3.2. As an example case three time regions are defined, however more time regions could

be defined to get more optimal usage of resources. A lookup table for selecting the charging power
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for EV and HS with respect to their SoC is presented in Table 3.1. The charging power would be

more if SoC is less and vice versa. Charging power is reduced with the progress in SoC of EV and

HS.

Start
h = 0, T = 0

Fetch data for hth
household and

h++

Generation
forecast for next

time slot

Set peak power
for each

household during
each time slot

If TR is R1
priority to HS

Identify Time
Region (TR) i.e.

R1, R2, R3

Select Pch_ev &
Pch_ht from lookup

table

If Pch_ev+Pch_ht<=Pmax1
start charging

else reduce Pch_ev until
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Fig. 3.3. Algorithm for limiting peak power [II]

Algorithm for limiting the peak power for charging of EVs and HS is presented in Fig. 3.3.

Number of households under consideration are defined, for instance, here 100 households are

considered as an example scenario. Data for different parameters, e.g. EV mileage, daily usage,

battery capacity and its initial SoC, HS capacity and its initial SoC and heating demand is

generated using Monte Carlo simulations based on a predefined range for each parameter. Based

on generation forecast the peak power limit is defined for each time stamp and assigned to each

household. During time region R1, which is the peak demand region, priority is given to HS

charging over EV charging, during time region R2 the EV charging is on priority as the time to

next trip for EV is approaching and the fulfilment of its charging is more important. During time

region R3, which is considered as no EV region, so only HS charging flexible load is present

during this time. Based on each time region and set priority for flexible loads i.e. EV and HS, the

charging power from lookup table is selected based on SoC of both flexible loads. The charging

power for non-priority flexible load is decremented until the total power drawn by the both flexible
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loads satisfies the assigned peak power demand for that particular household for a specific time

slot. Starting by decrementing the charging power for the non-priority flexible load if the peak

power limit is still not achieved then it starts to decrement the charging power of priority load

from the lookup table until the condition is satisfied. Charging power decreases with the increase

in state of charge. SoC for both flexible loads is updated after each time slot and the same

procedure is adopted for all connected households. When all households have assigned the

charging power to the flexible loads for a particular time slot then the algorithm request the

generation forecast for the next time slot.

3.2.2 Case Study and Results

For simulation scenario, 100 households are considered by assuming that each of the

household has both EV and HS. Different parameters for individual households considered in this

simulation case are drawn from the uniform distributions based on predefined rages as, EV battery

capacity is varied between 20 kWh and 30 kWh, initial SoCev is varied from 5% to 95%, average

daily trip lengths for EV are varied from 30 km/day to 50 km/day, EV mileage is varied between

5 km/kWh and 6 km/kWh, HS capacity is varied from 20 kWh to 30 kWh, initial SoC_hs is varied

between 5% and 95%, hourly heat demand is varied from 1 kWh to 2 kWh. Peak power limit

considered for flexible loads are fixed as during time region R1 is 2 kW, for time region R2 is 4

kW and for time region R3 is 3 kW.

Fig. 3.4 shows the cumulative power consumption profile for flexible loads for all the

households when the peak power limiting algorithm is applied. During time region R1, starting at

17:00 hours, the assigned peak power is shared between both flexible loads, however, the priority

is given to HS charging. At 22:00 hours, when the time region R2 starts, the peak power limit is

increased which is also reflected from the simulation results as EV is priority flexible load during

this time region, hence, almost all EVs start charging and the sudden spike at 22:00 hours appears

which is due to the fact that most of the EVs have very low SoC so they charge at maximum power

and the consumptions starts to decrease with the increase in SoC of EVs which is reflected by the

negative slop of the power curve during R2. Only heating load as flexible load is considered to be

present during time region R3. Hence, the whole allowed peak power for flexible loads is

dedicated for HS charging during this time region until its SoC gets 95%. It is interesting to note

that the allowed peak power for flexible loads of individual households during R1 is 2 kW and for

R3 it is 3 kW, but the simulation result is showing more cumulative power for R1 as compared to

R3.
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Fig. 3.4. Cumulative power consumption from both flexible loads of 100 households with limiting peak power

Fig. 3.5. Behavior of SoCev at 17:00 and 7:00 hours for each household

Fig. 3.6. Behavior of SoC_hs at 17:00 and 7:00 hours for each household

It is due to the fact that during R1 demand is more from both flexible loads and the whole

peak power limit is utilized, however, during R3 only HS charging load is present as flexible load
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so less power is drawn during R3. Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6 show the SoC at 17:00 hours and 7:00

hours for EVs and HS respectively for each of the individual households.

3.3 DR Using Different Power Tariffs

Proposed three layer multi agent framework for controlling the charging of EVs and HS

like the one shown in Fig. 3.1 is tested using different power tariffs. Table 3.2 list different cases

of power tariffs and their respective conditions. Case-I is Flat tariff case in which the price of

electricity is constant throughout the day irrespective of time of the day. Case-II (a) is the Time of

Use (ToU) tariff which has two level of energy prices for two different time periods of the day

and Case-II (b) is the Real Time Price (RTP) tariff in which hourly energy prices for the next day

are already known. Case-III is the Inclining Block Power (IBP) tariff, in which the real time energy

prices are multiplied by a factor with the variation in amount of peak power drawn within a

demand limit. In this case study, the peak demand limit “Plimit” is set to 5.5 kW for combined load

of both EV and HS charging. Energy prices for Flat tariff are taken as an average of energy price

for a winter day in Finland in January 2014 from Nordpool [85] and in the similar manner for ToU

tariff.
Table 3.2 Energy price tariffs for different charging controls

Tariff Power Range Price (% of base energy price from Nordpool)

Case I 0 <= Plimit <= 5.5 kW Flat Rate (4.7 c/kWh)

Case II (a)
0 <= Plimit <= 5.5 kW For 9pm to 7am (3.4 c/kWh)

0 <= Plimit <= 5.5 kW For 7am to 9pm (5.6 c/kWh)

Case II (b) 0 <= Plimit <= 5.5 kW 100%

Case III

0 <= Plimit <= 3 kW 100%
3 kW < Plimit <= 4 kW 125%
4 kW < Plimit <= 5 kW 150%

5 kW < Plimit <= 5.5 kW 200%

3.3.1 Proposed Load Management Optimization Model

A linear programing based algorithm is proposed whose objective function is to minimize

the energy cost for EV and HS charging while maintaining the customer’s comfort.

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑝 × 𝑃 + 𝑃 (3.1)

With respect to the following constraints:

𝑃 ≤ 𝑃  , ∀𝑡𝜖 𝑇 (3.2)

𝑃 ≤ 𝑃 , ∀𝑡𝜖 𝑇 (3.3)

𝑃 + 𝑃 ≤ 𝑃  , ∀𝑡𝜖𝑇 (3.4)
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∑ 𝑃 × ∆𝑡 = (1 − 𝑆𝑜𝐶 ) × 𝐵 (3.5)

(𝑆𝑜𝐶 − 𝑆𝑜𝐶 ) × 𝐻 = 𝑃 × ∆𝑡 − 𝑃 × ∆𝑡  , ∀𝑡𝜖 𝑇 (3.6)

𝑆𝑜𝐶 ≥ 𝑆𝑜𝐶 (3.7)

Eq. (3.2) and (3.3) limit the charging power for HS and EV respectively within the ratings

of the respective chargers. Eq. (3.4) ensures the combined charging power for EV and HS at any

time within the allowed demand limit. Eq. (3.5) schedules the charging of EV for charging it from

its current state of charge to its full capacity. Eq. (3.6) calculates the net gain in HS after each

hour. Eq. (3.7) ensures the final state of charge of HS at the end of the day must be greater than or

equal to its initial state of charge at the start of the day.

where,

BC EV battery capacity (kWh)
𝑃 Power demand limit (kW)
𝑝 Hourly base price from Nordpool (euro cents/kWh)
𝑃 Maximum rated charging power of domestic EV charger (kW)
𝑃 Maximum rated charging power of HS charger (kW)
𝑃 Variable for EV charging power (kW)
𝑃 Hourly heating demand (kW)
𝑃 Charging power of HS tank at hour “t” (kW)
𝑆𝑜𝐶 SoC of EV at hour “t” (p.u.)
𝑆𝑜𝐶 Initial SoC of EV (p.u.)
𝑆𝑜𝐶 SoC of HS at hour “t” (p.u.)
𝑆𝑜𝐶 Initial SoC of HS (p.u.)
t Index of hour
T Set of hours of the day
Ta Arrival time of EV at home (time of the day)
Td Departure time of EV from home (time of the day)

Fig. 3.7 presents the flow diagram for the proposed algorithm. First module collects the data

for energy prices from Nordpool and household parameters for EV and HS. Charging demand for

EV and heating is forecasted in Module II. Based on the power tariff, Module III optimally

schedules the charging for EV and HS.
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Start

Fetch day-ahead
energy price from

Nordpool

Load household parameters:
Bc, Hc, SoC_ht, SoCev, Trip

distance, mileage

Based on weather forecast
generate hourly heat demand

for household

Aggregated heat demand for
the whole day

Based on distance to next trip,
Bc, SoCev and mileage:

calculate the total charging
demand for EV

Based on day-ahead energy
prices optimally schedule

the charging of EV and heat
storage

If the SoCev at the end of the
trip would become critically
low then also add some more
energy to keep SoCev in safe

limit

Calculate the total energy
cost per day

Set rated charging
power for both EV

and heat storage

Module I

{Module II

{Module III

Fig. 3.7. Algorithm for energy price and peak power control based charging [III]

3.3.2 Case Studies and Results

Hourly heating demand for a typical household in Finland for a winter day is considered.

For simulation a single household is simulated with the following parameters and assumptions:

initial SoC for HS is 30%, initial SoC for EV is 30%, capacity of HS is considered as 100% of the

full heating demand over the day, EV battery capacity as 25 kWh. EV is supposed to arrive at

home at 17:00 hours and depart at 07:00 hours, so it is plugged-in for 14 hours. Rated charging

power for HS charger is 4 kW and for EV charger it is 1.5 kW.

Case-I: Uncontrolled Charging (Flat tariff)

In this base case, the price of electricity is constant for the whole day and there is no

incentive for shifting the use of flexible loads. In this scenario, it is assumed that there is no HS in

the households but the heating need is fulfilled by fetching energy from the grid in real time. It is
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a case when no charging control for EV is imposed, so the EV begins charging when plugged-in

at constant charging rate until the battery is charged to its full capacity. Fig. 3.8 shows the charging

profile for EV and heating demand over the day in Flat tariff case.

Fig. 3.8. Uncontrolled charging of EV and HS

Case-II (a): Price Based Control (ToU tariff)

In case II (a), it is assumed that heating system has 100% HS capacity. Two energy price

levels are imposed for two different time periods of the day. Price based control of EV and HS

charging is imposed as presented in Fig. 3.9. It shows the optimal scheduling of EV and HS

charging and state of charge of HS in respective hours. EV and HS is charged at maximum rated

charging power during low price period and at zero charging power during high price period.

Fig. 3.9. Price based control using ToU tariff and behavior of SoC of HS in case of ToU tariff
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Case-II (b): Price Based Control (RTP tariff)

In case of RTP tariff, the charging of EV and HS varies inversely with the real time energy

prices, i.e. charge at maximum rated power during peak hours and at minimum power during off

peak hours as presented in Fig. 3.10. The state of charge of HS in respective hours is also shown

in Fig. 3.10.

Fig. 3.10. Price based control using RTP tariff and SoC of HS in case of RTP tariff

Case-III: RTP and Inclining Block Power (IBP) Tariff for Network Capacity

An Inclining Bock Power (IBP) tariff is the stepped increase in energy price with the

increasing demand to limit the peak power. Different blocks of power are defined in IBP tariff and

proportionally increasing energy prices are assigned to each block. For instance, if the base price

of energy at tth hour is 𝑝 , then in case of linear inclining price, energy price in lth block for tth hour

would be 𝛿 × (𝑝 ) . Where 𝛿 could be any multiplying factor, linear or quadratic etc. Values of

𝛿 for simulation case are considered as {1, 1.25, 1.5, 2…..}. IBP tariff imposed in this simulation

case is presented in Table 3.2. Optimal charging profiles for EV and HS based on IBP tariff are

presented in Fig. 3.11. State of charge for HS in respective hours of the day is also presented in

Fig. 3.11. Table 3.3 demonstrates a comparison between different charging schemes for EV and

HS. Higher standard deviation of charging power in Case-II as compared to Case-III has an impact

on life cycle of the equipment. Cost of energy is lowest in Case-II (b) but it could offer congestion

problem due to the same behavior of neighboring households. Case III shows more charging costs

as compared to Case-II (b), however there is no congestion problem due to inclining price.
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Fig. 3.11. Energy price and peak power based control using IBP tariff and SoC of HS in case of IBP tariff

Table 3.3. Results overview

3.4 Impact of EVs Penetration on Network Capacity Based on
Different Power Tariffs

Impact of EVs charging load on loading of distribution transformers using different power

tariffs has been analyzed and the possible up gradation of the distribution network is investigated.

A real case of fourteen distribution transformers in the city of Vantaa is considered to study the

surplus capacities of distribution transformers with the increasing EVs charging load. Three

different power tariffs are applied to see the peak power behavior and a comparison is made. Three

different power tariffs considered are:

 Flat tariff
 Time of Use (ToU) tariff
 Real-Time Pricing (RTP) tariff

Table 3.4. Power tariffs

Tariff Energy Price (c/kWh) Network Charges
(c/kWh)

Flat 5.11 (any time) 2.93

ToU
5.6 (7am to 9pm)

3.17
4.5 (9pm to 7am)

RTP Min. 2.47 and Max. 4.55 3.17
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Parameter Case I Case II (a) Case II (b) Case III
Std. for charging power 0.636 2.551 2.535 1.201

Frequency of max. power drawn 0 8 8 0
Max. power drawn 3.595 5.5 kW 5.5 kW 4 kW

Load factor 0.731 0.4792 0.4792 0.659
Energy cost per day (Euro Cents) 458.052 411.7216 389.8148 449.5248
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Table 3.4 shows the energy prices considered for three different power tariffs. These values

are taken from Nordpool [85] as an average of actual energy prices for January 2015 for Finland.

3.4.1 Case Studies and Results

Typically, EVs are parked at homes from 17:00 hours to 07:00 hours, when people return

from work and during office hours, EVs are usually parked at business areas from 08:00 hours to

16:00 hours. This reveals that EVs could be charged during 14 hours at domestic locations and for

about 8 hours at business/office locations. For the simulation case, all possible charging locations

are considered to have same rated power EV chargers of 3.7 kW with 16A/230V. Battery

capacities for different EVs are varied in a range from 15 kWh to 25 kWh and the daily charging

requirement for each EV is varied from 8 to 10 kWh based on average EV trip lengths of 40 km

to 60 km with mileage of EV between 5 km to 6 km per kWh.

Table 3.5. Data related to fourteen distribution transformers under consideration

No. Substation District Transformer

Transformer
Power
Rating
(kVA)

Number
of

Customers

Annual
Energy

Consumption
(kWh)

Avg. Daily
Energy

Consumption
per

Customer
(kWh)

1 Myyrmäki
Myyrmäki M1-1 1000 553 1699110 8.42

Petikko M1-2 500 16 695330 119.06

2 Kivistö
Kivistö M2-1 630 98 1254670 35.08
Kivistö M2-2 630 85 1151990 37.13

3 Aviapolis
Tammisto M3-1 1000 585 2420730 11.34
Veromies M3-2 1000 86 2154540 68.64

4 Tikkurila
Ruskeasanta M4-1 800 143 1715530 32.87

Viertola M4-2 500 252 1141230 12.41

5 Koivukylä
Havukoski M5-1 630 103 616260 16.39

Ilola M5-2 630 46 741600 44.17

6 Korso
Korso M6-1 1600 90 2786720 84.83
Korso M6-2 800 122 1620180 36.38

7 Hakunila
Hakunila M7-1 500 250 921900 10.10
Vaarala M7-2 500 84 721470 23.53

Table 3.6. Categorization of load type based on customers

Load Type Transformers No. of Customers
Connected

Annual Energy
Demand (kWh)

Avg. Daily Consumption
per Customer (kWh)

Apartments M1-1, M3-1,
M4-2, M7-1 1640 6182970 10.33

Single Houses M2-1, M2-2,
M4-1, M6-2 448 5742370 35.11

Business/Services M1-2, M3-2,
M6-1 192 5636590 80.43

Mixed M5-1, M5-2,
M7-2 233 2079330 24.44
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Table 3.5 details the data for all the fourteen distribution transformers under consideration

and the categorization of different customers is listed in Table 3.6. Simulation is run for all

transformers under consideration for 20%, 50% and 100% EV penetration level cases based on

three power tariffs. However, to showcase the results, 20% EV penetration levels for apartment

type load (Transformer M1-1) in case of Flat tariff and ToU tariff are presented as shown in Fig.

3.12 and Fig. 3.13 respectively. RTP tariff case is presented for single house type load

(Transformer M2-1) for 20% EV penetration as shown in Fig. 3.14.  Three succeeding days, Friday

to Sunday in January are considered for the peak demand and energy price. From Fig. 3.12 for

Flat tariff, it is noted that based on same energy price for the whole day the charging of EVs is

uncontrolled. As EVs starts to return back home around 17:00 hours, the charging starts

immediately and a peak power demand starts to appear after17:00 hours. Two peaks of loads i.e.

the load on the transformer without EV load and with EV load are superimposed. Still in this case,

with 20% EV penetration the peak load is below the transformer rating. In case of ToU tariff, from

Fig. 3.13 it is observed that peak for the EV charging load could be shifted to latter hours to avoid

the superimposition of peak of normal load on transformer with the EVs charging load. This

reflects that using ToU tariff in this case is better as compared to Flat tariff, as overall peak could

be damped to some extent due to the shifting of flexible EV charging load. Again for 20% EV

penetration case, the peak power on this particular transformer is under the limit of transformer

ratings.

Fig. 3.12. Type load (apartment) profile with 20% EV
penetration using flat tariff

Fig. 3.13. Type load (apartment) profile with 20% EV
penetration using ToU tariff
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Fig. 3.14. Type load (single house) profile with 20% EV penetration for RTP tariff

Fig. 3.14 shows the results of applying RTP tariff on single house (Transformer M2-1) type

load, which shows that if the prices are known day-ahead (which is the case in RTP tariff) then

the EVs optimally schedule their charging based on energy price over the day. EVs are charged

when the prices are low and switch off charging when the prices are high. This thing results in

spikes in power demand on the distribution transformer and even only with 20% EV penetration

the peak power demand crosses the rated power of transformer.

Table 3.7. Transformers surplus capacity overview for 20%, 50% and 100% EV penetrations using Flat tariff

Flat Tariff

No. Transformer

20% Penetration of EVs 50% Penetration of EVs 100% Penetration of EVs

Peak
Power
(kW)

Transformer
surplus

capacity (%)

Peak
Power
(kW)

Transformer
surplus

capacity (%)

Peak
Power
(kW)

Transformer
surplus

capacity (%)
1 M1-1 912.3 8.8 1527 -52.7 2548 -154.8
2 M1-2 176.3 64.7 182.1 63.6 211.7 57.7
3 M2-1 506.5 19.6 585.4 7.1 764.3 -21.3
4 M2-2 479.6 23.9 523.2 17.0 679.2 -7.8
5 M3-1 1332 -33.2 1968 -96.8 3044 -204.4
6 M3-2 663.8 33.6 752.5 24.8 911.4 8.9
7 M4-1 708.4 11.5 792.1 1.0 1050 -31.3
8 M4-2 513.5 -2.7 793.2 -58.6 1259 -151.8
9 M5-1 214.1 66.0 328.8 47.8 517.5 17.9
10 M5-2 278.1 55.9 306.4 51.4 389.4 38.2
11 M6-1 673.8 57.9 673.8 57.9 685.9 57.1
12 M6-2 585.4 26.8 718.6 10.2 944.3 -18.0
13 M7-1 466.7 6.7 738.2 -47.6 1201 -140.2
14 M7-2 271.2 45.8 360.6 27.9 515.7 -3.1
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 Table 3.7 and 3.8 present the surplus or deficit capacities of all the transformers with 20%,

50% and 100% EV penetration for Flat and ToU tariff respectively.

Table 3.8. Transformers surplus capacity overview for 20%, 50% and 100% EV penetrations using ToU tariff

ToU Tariff

No. Transformer

20% Penetration of EVs 50% Penetration of EVs 100% Penetration of EVs

Peak
Power
(kW)

Transformer
surplus

capacity (%)

Peak
Power
(kW)

Transformer
surplus

capacity (%)

Peak
Power
(kW)

Transformer
surplus

capacity (%)
1 M1-1 776.1 22.4 1390 -39.0 2412 -141.2
2 M1-2 176.3 64.7 182.1 63.6 211.7 57.7
3 M2-1 571.8 9.2 677.7 -7.6 850.8 -35.0
4 M2-2 530.3 15.8 623.3 1.1 774.4 -22.9
5 M3-1 970.2 3.0 1621 -62.1 2702 -170.2
6 M3-2 663.8 33.6 755.4 24.5 911.4 8.9
7 M4-1 804.2 -0.5 962.2 -20.3 1218 -52.3
8 M4-2 433.2 13.4 714.4 -42.9 1181 -136.2
9 M5-1 196.1 68.9 310.8 50.7 499.5 20.7
10 M5-2 311 50.6 360.1 42.8 445.2 29.3
11 M6-1 673.8 57.9 673.8 57.9 685.9 57.1
12 M6-2 585.4 26.8 585.4 26.8 775.5 3.1
13 M7-1 360.3 27.9 637.8 -27.6 1100 -120.0
14 M7-2 310.1 38.0 401.5 19.7 554.5 -10.9

Fig. 3.15. Comparison of Flat and ToU tariff for peak power i.e. (Peak Power_flat_tariff - Peak Power_ToU_tariff)

Fig. 3.15 compares the peak powers in case of ToU tariff with Flat tariff for 20%, 50% and

100% EV penetration levels. This result is obtained as a difference of peak power in Flat tariff

case with the peak power in ToU tariff case for each of the individual transformers.
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3.5 Conclusion

Intelligent agent based three layer DR framework is proposed for charging of EVs and HS

utilizing the flexibility of these two time shiftable loads. Limiting peak power for different time

regions of the day benefit the aggregator to limit the consumption based on generation to keep the

system stable. Prioritizing the charging of EV or HS during different time regions gives a freedom

to prefer the use of either of the flexible loads. Different power tariffs are applied to schedule the

charging of EVs and HS. Various charging strategies for EVs and HS are presented and compared.

Priced based charging control overburdens the network, however it is cost effective.  Impact of

penetration levels of EVs on distribution transformer loading based on different pricing tariffs is

investigated and the possible proportional up-gradation of the power distribution network is

identified.
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Chapter 4. Demand Bidding Based DR

In energy markets where the prices are known day-ahead, the network might face

congestion situations due to the simultaneous activation of time shiftable loads in the system.

Therefore, it may cause overburden on the power distribution network in some specific hours. In

order to overcome these bottlenecks a convenient approach is needed for the rescheduling of time

shiftable loads based on incentives for consumers for adjusting their power demand from their

regular pattern. Demand bidding strategy for rescheduling of flexible loads sounds promising to

achieve Demand Response (DR) objectives for the optimal use of energy and network resources.

Flexible loads such as Electric Vehicles (EVs) and Storage Space Heating (SSH) have a great

potential to support the grid using demand bidding based DR program. EV’s battery

charging/discharging could also help maintain short term balances in the power grid by

participating in Grid-to-Vehicle (G2V) or Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) demand bidding program. In the

year 2014, according to [3] Finland had about 2.6 million passenger cars on the road, but a very

low penetration of EVs. With the increased penetration of EVs, the requirement for their charging

would become a challenge, however they would offer bulk source of electric energy storage to

support the grid for power balance management.

4.1 Introduction

Flexibility on demand side is more effective than on the generation side for the

implementation of DR. EVs and SSH as flexible loads could contribute a big share of time

shiftable load in future power grid. Consumers could get energy cost savings by offering

rescheduling of their non-critical loads, such as EVs and SSH in DR program. Mathematical

modeling of the flexibility of time shiftable loads is challenging. Several DR strategies have been

deployed for the rescheduling of flexible loads. Large industrial customers have bulk power

demand and could offer market clearing by participating in demand bidding for demand peak

shaving as proposed by [86]. In case of inflexible demand, the market clearing price is determined

using supply functions, like the uniform price market mechanism as suggested in [87]. Demand
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bidding using game theory is employed in [88] for the Demand Side Management (DSM) and it

verified the optimal profits for utilities and increased payoff for consumers with the existence of

Nash equilibrium [89]. Demand bidding has an impact on pool prices from large consumers as

investigated by [90]. Marulanda et al. [91] has studied the impact of demand bidding based DR

on day-ahead market. Large consumers could participate in a risk free demand bidding program

to get incentive on curtailing some specific amount of demand [92]. Optimal demand bidding and

reliability based shifting of flexible loads for DR have been a subject of concern in [93]-[94]

respectively. A real-time DR method for domestic consumers has been suggested by [95]. Home

energy simulation is integrated with dynamic electricity prices to study DR in [96]. Tradeoff

between efficiency and risk in electricity market with dynamic DR is analyzed in [97]. For the

achievement of DR objectives for residential loads, direct load control strategy is developed by

[98]-[99]. Mixed integer linear programing approach has been adopted for rescheduling of flexible

residential loads in [100]. Integration of intermittent renewable generation sources with the

flexible loads, such as EVs would offer cost effective charging of EVs [101] and could participate

in power system’s frequency control. Former approaches for DR based on demand bidding have

been focusing on large industrial customers and day-ahead market and only few are concerned

about intra-day market. A three layer hierarchical framework is proposed in this study which is

based on intelligent agents for the distributed control of time shiftable loads, i.e. EVs and SSH

considered in this work. Due to distributed control most of the bidding decisions are made locally,

so it allows the preservation of customer’s privacy. Flexibility of time shiftable loads i.e. EVs and

SSH is quantified in terms of flexibility indices. The number of times an individual household win

a bid and earn bonus depends on its flexibility.

4.2 Demand Bidding Framework for DR

Intelligent agents based three level hierarchical framework is proposed for DR to perform

demand bidding as presented in Fig. 4.1. In this study EVs and SSH are taken as flexible loads

and the rest of other loads of domestic household are taken as critical loads. Bottom layer has three

agents i.e. Electric Vehicle Agent (EVA), Heat Storage Agent (HSA) and Non-Flexible Load

Agent (NLA). They forecast their demand for next 24-hours and send the forecasted demand

request to intermediate layer agent i.e. Household Agent (HA). Top layer agent i.e. Aggregator

Agent (AA) send the day-ahead energy price to HA. Based on demand forecast, flexibility of non-

critical loads and day-ahead price, HA make an optimal scheduling of power demand for the whole
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household and forward it to AA. The objective of HA is to get energy from the grid as cost

effectively as possible and the objectivity of AA is the maximization of profitability and the

enhanced utilization of network resources by reshaping the demand from the flexible loads.

Reshaping of demand from non-critical loads during congestion situations causes extra energy

cost to HA due to shifting of load from cheap price hour to a relatively expensive hour. In order

to compensate this extra cost and deviation from the original demand pattern, a bonus amount per

kWh of shifted load is offered to HA who participates and wins the bid in demand bidding.

Fig. 4.1. Agents’ hierarchical framework for demand bidding and information flow [V]

4.2.1 System Overview

When the energy prices are known day-ahead then each of the individual households would

make their optimal demand profile for cost savings. This thing would overburden the network

during cheap hours or reduce the network resource utilization during expensive hours as all the

households in the same vicinity would start to behave in the same manner. Network congestion

during cheap hours might lead to the risk of power system stability due to limited rating of

electrical equipment. In order to overcome these bottlenecks a demand bidding strategy has been

proposed.

4.2.2 Basic Terminologies

Flexibility Index of an Electric Load (Fi): “Flexibility index of an electric load is the

measure of extent to which an electric load could allow the shifting of power usage in the whole

day.” Flexibility index could have value from 0 to 1, i.e. 0 ≤ Fi ≤ 1. Flexibility index would be

“1” if a load can be postponed/preponed for 24 hours or more. If the load is inflexible and could

not be shifted then the index is “0”. However, if load could be shifted to sometime then the

flexibility index would be between 0 and 1.

Flexibility  Index  of  EV  (Fiev/FievA): “It  is  the degree of extent to which EV’s battery

charging could be shifted during the whole day before the next trip.” EV has two flexibility indices,
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i.e. flexibility to advance EV charging (FievA), 0 ≤ FievA ≤ 1 and flexibility to delay EV charging

(Fiev), 0 ≤ Fiev ≤ 1. If the current SoC of the battery is high then flexibility to delay EV charging

would be more but flexibility to advance would be low and Fiev is less if SoC of battery is low but

FievA would be high. Eq. (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) are used to find Fiev of EV. Flexibility to advance

EV charging (FievA) at tth hour is given by Eq. (4.4).

If EV is plugged-in:

𝐹 (𝑇 , 𝑇 )| =
0,                  𝑇 ≤ 𝑇

(   ) | ,       0 < (𝑇 − 𝑇 ) < 24 ℎ
1,                         (𝑇 − 𝑇 ) ≥ 24 ℎ

   (4.1)

𝑇 | = 𝑇 − 𝑇 or 𝑇 | = 𝑇 − 𝑇    (4.2)

𝑇 | = | (4.3)

𝐹 (𝑇 , 𝑇 )| = 1 − 𝐹 (𝑇 , 𝑇 )| (4.4)

Where,

Ecev Charging demand for EV for the next trip (kWh)
𝑃 Maximum rated charging power of domestic EV charger (kW)
𝑆𝑜𝐶   SoC of EV at hour “t”
Ta Arrival time of EV at home (time of the day)
𝑇 EV charging duration (hours)
Td Departure time of EV from home (time of the day)
Tnt Remaining time to next trip (hours)
Tt Time at hour “t”

𝐹 = 0, if (𝑇 − 𝑇 )  ≤ 0, or 𝑃 | = 0, or 𝑆𝑜𝐶   > 90%,

𝐹 = 0, if 𝑃 | ≠ 0, or 𝑆𝑜𝐶   > 90%

If EV is not plugged-in: 𝐹 = 0, and 𝐹 = 0

Flexibility Index of Heat Storage (Fihs/FihsA): “It is the degree of extent to which a

household could allow the shifting of charging of Heat Storage (HS) depending on indoor/outdoor

temperatures and comfort level.” SSH has two flexibility indices, i.e. flexibility to advance HS

charging (FihsA), 0 ≤ FihsA ≤ 1 and flexibility to delay HS charging (Fihs), 0 ≤ Fihs ≤ 1. If the current

SoC of HS tank is high then flexibility to delay HS charging would be more but flexibility to

advance would be low and Fihs is less if SoC of HS tank is low but FihsA would be high. Flexibility

for SSH is found from the currently stored energy in the HS tank and heat demand for forthcoming
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hours. Eq. (4.5) and (4.6) are used to find Fihs of SSH. Flexibility to advance HS tank charging

(FihsA) at tth hour is given by Eq. (4.7).

𝐹 (𝑚)| =
0,       𝑚 < 1
| ,     1 ≤ 𝑚 < 24 

1,               𝑚 ≥ 24 
   (4.5)

𝑚 → | ∈  𝐸 −  (𝐸 + 𝐸  + 𝐸 + ⋯ + 𝐸 )|  ≥ 0    (4.6)

𝐹 (𝑚)| = 1 −  𝐹 (𝑚)|      (4.7)

Where,

Em Heating energy demand during mth hour
𝐸 Currently stored energy in HS tank at any hour “t”
m Number of hours for which HS allows the shifting of HS charging
𝑃 Charging power of HS tank at hour “t”
𝑆𝑜𝐶  State of charge of HS at hour “t”

𝐹 = 0, if 𝑃 = 0, or if 𝑆𝑜𝐶 < 20%  and 𝐹 = 1, if “m” is up to 24 hours or more

𝐹 = 0, if 𝑃 ≠ 0, or 𝑆𝑜𝐶 > 90%

4.2.3 Proposed Optimization Model

HAs generate their optimal demand profile for next 24 hours using the cost optimization

function given by Eq. 4.8. HAs call Eq. 4.8 after each hour to estimate the optimal base cost of

energy (Cb) for next 24 hours.

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 {𝐶 } =  ∑ 𝑝  × 𝑃  + 𝑃 + 𝑃   (4.8)

If load adjustment is required by AA at hour “t=i”, then AA initiates bidding for hour “t=i”

and in response to bonus offer from AA, HAs adjust the charging for flexible loads depending

upon the delay or advance request from AA and calculate the new cost "𝐶 " for rest of 23 hours

(i.e. from t=i+1 to t=i+23) from Eq. (4.9). At bidding hour “i”,

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 {𝐶 | } = ∑ 𝑝  × 𝑃  + 𝑃 + 𝑃 (4.9)

Total new cost for next 24 hours 𝐶 |  including the bidding hour with modified profile is

estimated by Eq. (4.10) in case if AA requires postponing of load and by Eq. (4.11) in case if AA

requires preponing of load.
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𝐶 | = 𝐶 | + 𝑝 × 𝑃 −  𝛽 × (𝑃  + 𝑃 ) × (1 + 𝛾)            (4.10)

𝐶 | = 𝐶 | + 𝑝 × (𝑃 + 𝑃  + 𝑃 ) −  𝛽 × (𝑃  + 𝑃 ) × (1 + 𝛾) (4.11)

Where,

𝐶 Base energy cost for next 24 hours (euro cents)
𝐶 Total new cost for 24 hours including energy cost during bidding hour (euro cents) 
𝐶  New cost for 23 hours without including energy cost during bidding hour (euro cents) 
i Index of bidding hour
𝑝 Hourly base price from Nordpool (euro cents/kWh)
𝑃  Maximum rated charging power of EV charger (kW)
𝑃 Variable for EV charging power (kW)
𝑃  Maximum rated charging power of HS charger (kW)
𝑃 Variable for HS charging power (kW)
𝑃  Hourly heating demand (kW)
𝑃  Hourly power demand for NFL (kW)
𝑡 Index of hour of the day
𝛽 Bonus offered by AA for load shifting (euro cents/kWh)
𝛾 Minimum profit margin set by individual HAs (here it is taken as 10%)

These two costs 𝐶  and 𝐶 |  are required by the bidding algorithm for comparison. Objective

functions in Eq. 4.8 and 4.9 are subject to constraints in Eq. 4.12 through 4.20:

EV charging power is limited by bound (4.12),

0 ≤  𝑃  ≤  𝑃  ,    ∀ 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 (4.12)

Parking duration of EV is given by Eq. 4.13. Plugged-in time for EV,

𝑇 = 𝑇 − 𝑇     or 𝑇 | = 𝑇 − 𝑇 (4.13)

Eq. 4.14 depicts the charging time for EV,

𝑇 | =  |

 
(4.14)

EV plugged-in time is limited by bound (4.15) in order to ensure a reasonable amount of time to

charge the battery,

𝑇  ≤ 𝑇  ≤  ∞ (4.15)

Energy demand for EV is given by Eq. 4.16, i.e. EV is charged from its current SoC to full

capacity.
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𝐸 = (1 − 𝑆𝑜𝐶 ) × 𝐵 (4.16)

In order to ensure the required charging of EV to be completed before next departure, Eq. 4.17

schedules the charging of EV.

𝐸 =  ∑ 𝑃 × 𝑉 × ∆𝑡 (4.17)

Charging power for HS is limited by bounds (4.18).

0 ≤  𝑃  ≤  𝑃 ,     ∀ 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 (4.18)

SoC of HS at any time is limited by bounds (4.19). It ensures that HS tank is not over charged.

0 ≤  𝑆𝑜𝐶  ≤ 1,   ∀ 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 (4.19)

Eq. 4.20 gives the initially stored energy in HS tank at the start of the day.

𝐸 =  𝐻  × 𝑆𝑜𝐶  (4.20)

Eq. 4.21 gives the energy stored in HS tank at any time. It takes into account the energy

consumption for heating demand, the initially stored energy in HS at the beginning of each hour

and the energy drawn from the grid for charging HS tank at any hour “t”.

𝐸 =  𝐸 + ∑ ( 𝑃 −  𝑃 ) × ∆𝑡, ∀ 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 (4.21)

SoC of HS at any hour is given by Eq. 4.22.

𝑆𝑜𝐶 =  ,     ∀ 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 (4.22)

Cumulative forecasted heating demand for the next day is calculated as a sum of forecasted hourly

heating demand for day-ahead as given by Eq. 4.23.

𝐸 =  ∑ 𝑃  × ∆𝑡 (4.23)

HS charging is scheduled by Eq. 4.24.

𝐸 =  ∑ 𝑃  × ∆𝑡       (4.24)

Where,

𝐵 Battery capacity of EV (kWh)
Ecev Charging demand for EV for the next trip (kWh)
Echs Charging demand for HS for next 24 hours (kWh)
Em Heat energy demand for HS up to mth hour (kWh)
𝐸 Initially stored energy in HS tank (kWh)
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𝐸 Stored energy in HS tank at any hour “t” (kWh)
𝐻 Heat storage capacity of HS tank (kWh)
𝑆𝑜𝐶   SoC of EV at hour “t” (p.u.)
𝑆𝑜𝐶 Initial SoC of EV (p.u.)
𝑆𝑜𝐶  SoC of HS at hour “t” (p.u.)
𝑆𝑜𝐶 Initial SoC of HS (p.u.)
T Set of hours of the day
Ta Arrival time of EV at home (time of the day)
𝑇 EV charging duration (hours)
Td Departure time of EV from home (time of the day)
𝑇 EV parking/plugged-in duration (hours)
𝑉 EV parking vector “1” when plugged-in, “0” otherwise
∆𝑡 Time stamp resolution (hour)

4.2.4 Proposed Demand Bidding Algorithm

Originally, day-ahead energy price signal is sent to HAs by AA. HAs make optimal demand

profiles and estimate the base cost of energy for next day. After receiving demand profiles from

HAs, AA makes a cumulative demand forecast for discrete hours and forecasts the generation for

the next day. At the beginning of each hour AA checks if it needs to curtail or enhance some load,

and if so it starts bidding for the next hour and offers bonus to HAs for the load curtailment or

load enhancement. Following are the status flag bits for AA and HA:

Status flag bit for AA:

 𝐵 = 0: No load shifting is required for next hour (No bidding)
 𝐵 = +1: Increase in load is required for next hour “t=i”
 𝐵 = −1: Decrease in load is required for next hour “t=i”

Status flag bit for HA:

 𝑏 = 0: HA is not flexibility for load shifting at hour “t=i”
 𝑏 = +1: HA is flexible for load shifting and Cn < Cb at hour “t=i”
 𝑏 = −1: HA is flexible for load shifting but Cn > Cb at hour “t=i”

Fig. 4.2 elaborates the proposed demand bidding algorithm.
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Fig. 4.2. Power bidding algorithm [V]
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1. Hourly base energy price for day-ahead are sent to HAs by AA before the start of the day.

2. Based on hourly base energy price signal from AA, the HAs make their optimal demand

profile for next 24 hours and estimate the base energy cost “Cb” for day-ahead using the

optimization function in Eq. 4.8 and direct their forecasted optimal demand profiles to AA.

3. At the beginning of each hour “t”, AA checks if the supply matches demand,

a. If 𝐵 = 0 No load shifting is required and power is delivered and go to step 6

b. If 𝐵 ≠ 0  Bidding is required either to enhance or to curtail some load and a bonus

offer is sent to HAs either to increment or to decrement some load during next hour.

4. After receiving bonus offer from AA, HAs check the flexibility of their time shiftable load

agents, i.e. EVA and HSA, if they are flexible to shift or not,

 if 𝐵 = −1 Reduction in demand is required by AA at hour “t=i” to balance the

system

 HA checks if EVA and/or HSA can postpone charging from hour “t=i” to

some upcoming hour

 if 𝑏 = 0, discard the offer

 if 𝑏 ≠ 0, deactivate charging of flexible loads i.e. EV and/or HS for the

bidding hour “t=i” and reschedule the demand optimally during rest of 23

hours and calculate the new cost “CN” using Eq. 4.9,

 Total new cost “𝐶 ” is found from Eq. 4.10

 if 𝑏 = +1, accept offer

 if 𝑏 = −1, wait for new offer

 if 𝐵 = +1 Increment in load is required by AA at hour “t=i” to balance the system

 HA checks if EVA and/or HSA can prepone charging to hour “t=i” from some

future hour

 if 𝑏 = 0, discard the offer

 if 𝑏 ≠ 0, activate the charging of flexible loads i.e. EV and/or HS at

rated power for the bidding hour “t=i” and reschedule the remaining

energy demand optimally during rest of 23 hours and estimate the new

cost “CN” using Eq. 4.9

 Total new cost “𝐶 ” is found from Eq. 4.11

 if 𝑏 = +1, accept offer

 if 𝑏 = −1, wait for new offer
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5. Based on offer acceptances from HAs, AA assess the volume of power that could be

adjusted,

i. If the power balance is still not obtained,

 If the bonus amount is out of limit or there are no more flexible loads

 End bidding for this hour “t=i” adjust the load using available flexible

loads as bid winners, updated load profiles for bid winners are fixed and

bonus is filed for bid winners by AA  and compensate rest of the overload

by switching on standby generators

 Increment the bonus and go back to step 4

ii. If the power balance is obtained by offer acceptances from HAs, updated load

profiles for bid winners are fixed and bonus is filed for bid winners by AA and

power is delivered. All the bid winners would get the same bonus per kWh of load

shifted for a specific bidding hour.

6. Price is forecasted by AA and power demand by HAs for hour “t+24” and go to step 2.

Table 4.1. Agents status bits

Agents Status Flag Bits
AA Flag Bit "B"

0 1 -1

HA Flag Bit "b"
0 NRN Reject Reject
1 NRN Accept Accept
-1 NRN IBA IBA

Where,
NRN: No rescheduling of load is required at hour “t”
Reject: Discard offer
IBA: Increment Bonus Amount (HA has flexible loads at hour “t” but Cn > Cb)
Accept: Accept offer (HA has flexible loads at hour “t” & Cn < Cb)

4.2.5 Results and Discussion

The bidding algorithm was verified by a Monte-Carlo simulation. The parameters for

Monte-Carlo simulation are listed in Table 4.2 to consider the stochasticity of EVs and SSH for

different households. Simulation was run for 1000 households to showcase the results obtained

from the proposed demand bidding algorithm. Average energy prices for four different seasons

were taken from Nordpool for Finland [85] as shown in Fig. 4.3. To present simulation results a

week-day in spring is considered. Fig. 4.4 shows the average power demand of a typical Finnish

household for heating and other non-flexible loads.
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Table 4.2. Monte Carlo simulation parameters for EV and HS

Parameter
Range

Minimum Maximum
𝑆𝑜𝐶 20% 90%

BC 15 kWh 30 kWh
TLev 20 km 60 km
Mev 5 km/kWh 6 km/kWh

𝑃 [3 kW 3.5 kW 4 kW]
𝑆𝑜𝐶 20% 50%

HC 5 kWh 20 kWh
𝑃 [2.5 kW 3 kW 3.5 kW]

Fig. 4.3. Average energy prices for four different seasons of
the year from Nordpool for Finland

Fig. 4.4. Average power demand for heating and non-
flexible loads of a typical Finnish household during different

seasons

Fig. 4.5. Departure and arrival distribution of EVs at home
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Fig. 4.6. (a) SPWD initial demand on AA, (b) % Load shift
vector, (c) Demand profile after bidding during the whole

day

Fig. 4.7 Available flexible load each at hour to postpone or
prepone

Fig. 4.5 shows arrival and departure distribution of EVs from home. EVs arrival and

departure time distributions are drawn from gamma distribution with mean at 5 pm for arrival and

7:15 am for departure [102]. When day-ahead price are sent by AA to HAs before the beginning

of the day, forecasted cumulative optimal demand from all HAs is shown in Fig. 4.6(a) for a spring

winter day (SPWD). At the beginning of hour 1, AA need to curtail 30% load and initiates a

bidding offer and increases the bonus amount until it achieves the needed load adjustment by

shifting the bid winning flexible loads to some future hours. Likewise, during hours 2, 3, 4, 5, and

23, AA does bidding for load reduction. For this the flexible loads shift their consumption from

this hour to some upcoming relatively expensive hour but the incurred extra cost is compensated

by the bonus amount. During hour 10, AA required to increase the demand by 25% for the

enhanced utilization of network resources, AA starts bidding offer and increase the incentive

amount until the required load adjustment is achieved. Similarly, during hours 10, 11, 12, 13 and

14, AA does bidding for increasing consumption. For this the flexible loads shift their

consumption from some upcoming hour to this expensive hour but the incurred extra cost is

compensated by the bonus amount. Fig. 4.6(c) shows the actual consumption profile for AA after

bidding for the whole day.

Fig. 4.7 shows the amount of shiftable load available to AA for prepone and postpone during

respective hours depending upon the flexibility of flexible loads. This indicates that the flexibility
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to postpone at the start of the day is more as most of the flexible loads have enough time to charge

but the flexibility to postpone decrease as the time passes, however flexibility to prepone increases.

After each hour the HAs generate their optimal demand profiles for next 24 hours by getting

forecasted price for hour “t+24” from AA and forecast demand for hour “t+24”. Fig. 4.8 shows

the forecasted cumulative optimal demand for all HAs after each hour for the whole day. Moving

window for hours allows to consider next 24 hours after every hour.

Fig. 4.8 Updated demand profiles after each hour (a) Hour t=0 to t=5 (b) t=6 to t=11 (c) t=12 to t=17 (d) t=18 to t=23
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Fig. 4.9 Count of participants and the successful bidders for
each bidding hour

Fig. 4.10. Successful bidding events for individual
households

Fig. 4.11. Final bonus value offered to the bid winners for
each bidding hour

Fig. 4.12 Cost reduction overview for individual households

Number of participants in each bidding event and bid winners during respective hours over

the day are shown in Fig. 4.9. It indicates that the amount of required shiftable load directly

influence the number of bid winners, as each HA has limited amount of flexible load. Successful

bidding count for bid winners is shown in Fig. 4.10. Most of the HAs who have participated in the

biddings are able to win bids for 2 to 3 times a day. Likelihood of winning a bid for HAs depends

on their flexibility and the threshold limit for their acceptable incentive amount. Final bonus

amounts (euro cents/kWh) which are filed for each bidding hour for bid winners are shown Fig.
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4.11. It is noted that the incentive amount is more for bidding hours in which bidding is done for

preponing the load as the flexible load has to be shifted from some future cheap hour to this

expensive hour. This result is important for both AA and HAs, as it shows the potential of

participation in demand bidding for both. For AA it shows that how much it has to pay as an

incentive for the mitigation of bottlenecks and to get the maximum utilization of network

resources. In case of HAs, it indicates the cost saving per kWh of shifted load. Percentage energy

cost reduction for various consumers over the day is shown in Fig. 4.12. Overall energy cost

reduction is proportional to the flexibility of individual loads as it enabled some of the HAs to

reduce their energy cost up to 60%.

4.3 Bidding Architecture for V2G and G2V

Owing to the fact that EVs are parked most of the time, they could offer a bulk source of

energy storage to participate in V2G and G2V for supporting the power grid. EV owners could be

encouraged to participate in grid support by offering them a reasonable incentive amount. Apart

from incentive amount various other cost factors are involved in energy cycle cost per kWh.

Energy cycle cost per kWh is estimated from Eq. 4.25 if EV is to participate in V2G.

𝐶 =  𝐶 + 𝐶 + 𝐶 + 𝐶 (4.25)
Where,

CBE Base cost of energy purchased from the grid for charging (Euro cent per kWh)
CD Degradation cost of the battery per kWh of energy cycle (Euro cent per kWh)
CL Cost of lost energy per kWh of energy cycle (Euro cent per kWh)
CPM Profit margin for EV owner per kWh transferred back to grid (Euro cent per kWh)
CV2G Energy cost per kWh for V2G (Euro cent per kWh)

Energy cycle (Charging-Discharging) efficiency of EV battery is around 63% [103], which

indicates that about 37% of the energy is lost and incur cost of losses. Base energy cost is dictated

from the energy market. Battery degradation cost is dependent on initial cost of EV battery and its

life span. Cost of incentives as profit margin is set by individual EV owners in return of their

flexibility. Indices of flexibility of EV to participate in V2G (FiV2G) or G2V (FiG2V) are defined as:

𝐹 | = 0,               𝑆𝑜𝐶 ≤ 10%
1,               𝑆𝑜𝐶 > 10% (4.26)

𝑆𝑜𝐶 = (4.27)

𝐸 = 𝐸 − 𝐸 − (10% 𝑜𝑓 𝐵 ) (4.28)
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𝐵 _ = 𝐸 (4.29)

𝐹 | = 0,               𝑆𝑜𝐶 ≥ 90%
1,               𝑆𝑜𝐶 < 90% (4.30)

𝑆𝑜𝐶 = (4.31)

𝐵 _ = (90% 𝑜𝑓 𝐵 ) − 𝐸  (4.32)

Where,
BAC_G2V Available capacity of the battery for G2V (kWh)
BAC_V2G Available capacity of the battery for V2G (kWh)
BC Total capacity of the battery (kWh)
Ec Currently stored energy in EV battery (kWh)
Ent Energy needed for next EV trip (kWh)
Er Remaining energy in EV battery after the next trip (kWh)
FiG2V Flexibility Index of EV for charging (G2V)
FiV2G Flexibility Index of EV for discharging (V2G)
SoCant State of Charge of EV after next EV trip
SoCi State of Charge of EV at any instant “t=i”

Eq. 4.26 checks the flexibility of EV to participate in V2G and Eq. 4.29 gives the available

capacity for V2G. Flexibility of EV for G2V is checked by Eq. 4.30 and the capacity available for

G2V is given by Eq. 4.32.

4.3.1 Proposed System Model

Intelligent agent based bidding framework for V2G and G2V is presented in Fig. 4.13.

Solar Power
Agent

Aggregator Agent

EVA-1

Conventional
Generation

Agent

Wind Power
Agent

Meteorological
Agent

EVA-2 EVA-3 EVA-4 EVA-n

Renewable
Generation

Agent
Load Agent

Fig. 4.13. System model [VI]
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At each time stamp aggregator agent (AA) requests forecasted generation from Renewable

Generation Agent (RGA) and Conventional Generation Agent (CGA), status of plugged-in EVs

from EV agents (EVA) and power demand from Load Agents (LA). Wind Power Agent (WPA)

and Solar Power Agent (SPA) estimate their generation for next time interval based on

meteorological conditions forecasted by Meteorological Agent (MA). Cumulative generation

forecast from renewable sources i.e. WPA and SPA is sent to AA by RGA. Based on the demand

forecast and available generation, AA decides on either to call power from storage i.e. EVA or to

cut non-critical load.

4.3.2 Proposed Bidding Algorithm for EVs as V2G and G2V

Proposed bidding algorithm for EV participation in V2G and G2V is displayed in Fig. 4.14.

AA fetches information about demand from LA and supply from CGA and RGA at each time

interval.

1. If supply matches demand, it simply delivers the power, otherwise,

2. If load < generation,

a) AA call EVs as power sink and send a bonus offer for participation in G2V

b) EVs send their availability with available capacity to sink

c) AA selects the number of EVs which are flexible for G2V in order of their available

capacity which could balance the system

d) AA delivers the power to other load and bid winning EVAs and file the bonus

3. If load > generation,

i. AA call other flexible loads to shutdown

 If power balance is achieved by adjusting flexible loads

 AA delivers the power to critical loads, go to step 4

ii. If power balance is not achieved by adjusting flexible loads

 AA calls EVAs as power source by offering them bonus

 Flexible EVAs send their available capacity

 AA keeps on increasing the bonus offer until it gets enough number of EVAs to

achieve power balance

 AA files the bonus for bid winners and fetches the power from winning EVAs

and delivers the power to critical loads

4. Go to next time stamp
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Start Next time stamp:
t = t + 15 minute

AA: if
Load =

Generation

Generation
Forecast

2

Deliver the load

Yes

No

AA: if
Load < Generation

AA: Call plugedin EVs as
power sink (storage/

flexible load)

AA: if the power
balance achieved by

available flexible
loads

Yes

AA: Ask for the
available flexible

loads to cut

No

Yes

AA: Call plugedin EVs as
power source

EVAs: If flexible then tell
the available capacity for

V2G

AA: Make incentive offer and keep on
increasing the incentive until the power
balance is achieved by offer acceptances

from Evs for V2G

AA: File the highest price for all the
winning participants

3

EVAs: Respond with their
available capacity

AA: Accept the
optimal no. of

plugedin EVs as
power sinks in priority

of their available
capacity for G2V
which brings the
power balance

AA: Make an incentive
offer per kWh of power

sink

AA: Deliver the power
to winnig participants
and file the incentive

Go to 3

1

Demand
Forecast

No

No

Yes

Fig. 4.14. Bidding algorithm for V2G and G2V [VI]

4.3.3 Results and Discussion

Depreciation cost of EV battery depends on the initial cost of the battery, life span of the

battery in terms of number of energy cycles and its useful capacity (BUC). Nominally, battery

should be operated from 20% to 90% of SoC, which indicates that useful capacity of the battery

is 70% of its full capacity.

Fig. 4.15 Battery depreciation cost per kWh of energy cycle [104], [105]
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Fig. 4.16 Impact of EVs participation in bidding on power mismatch

Depreciation cost is an important factor which needs to be as minimum as possible if EV is

to participate in V2G. EV battery’s cycle life is affected by its rate of charges/discharges (C-rate)

and Depth-of-Discharge (DoD), which affects the depreciation cost. Based on various initial costs

and cycle life, different depreciation cost per kWh are calculated as presented in Fig. 4.15. If

energy price in today’s electricity market is taken into account then the feasible value of the

depreciation cost per kWh could be identified, which requires that initial cost of EV battery should

be under 100 €/kWh. A scenario is simulated to showcase the basic results from the proposed

bidding algorithm for V2G and G2V by considering a system having 50 kW capacity of SPA, 100

kW installed capacity of WPA and 250 kW installed capacity of CGA and 400 kW is connected

load. Maximum 10% of the connected load could be flexible. Maximum 100 EVs are pluggedin

to AA at any time. Monte Carlo simulations are run to generate various parameters of EVs. The

simulation results are presented in Fig. 4.16, which indicates that the implementation of proposed

bidding algorithm for EVs to participate in V2G and G2V has a high potential to compensate the

power mismatch in the power grid.
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4.4 Conclusion

Flexibility of time shiftable loads was quantified. Intelligent agent based demand bidding

framework was proposed for rescheduling of flexible loads, i.e. EV and SSH to achieve intra-day

DR objectives. Network congestion was eliminated by switching the flexible loads. Distributed

control preserves the customer’s privacy and limits the number of messages exchange. The

proposed demand bidding algorithm benefits both the aggregator in balancing system, maximizing

resource utilization and profitability and also the end users in terms of energy cost savings in return

of their flexibility. Feasible price of EV battery is identified which makes it viable to participate

in V2G and G2V DR program. Different cost factors involved in V2G give an idea to the

aggregator to check if it is feasible to get power from the EV battery storage or to run extra

generator.
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Chapter 5. EV Charging Solutions on Highways

Apart from all the potential benefits from Electric Vehicles (EVs), the fulfillment of their

charging needs in every scenario is a challenge. For short trips where the EV’s required energy

for travelling is not so much, the useful battery capacity is enough to accommodate the overall trip

length with partial recharge. Alternatively, for longer trips the limited battery capacity provides

finite range of miles, which in turn requires multiple recharges for a single trip with fast charging

to avoid long travelling durations. Requirements for charging of EVs on long routes are critical

due to unavoidable long charging durations which lead to overall extended travel duration.

5.1 Literature

Transportation sector contributes a big share in carbon emissions worldwide, therefore the

environmentally friendly solutions for transportation would help reduce emissions to a great

extent. For instance, EVs would provide a promising addition in reducing CO2 emissions [106].

In order to have a considerable penetration of EVs on the road, we need to be prepared for their

charging solutions in every scenario [107]. Limited battery capacity of EV is the main hindrance

in promoting transportation sector towards electrically power vehicles [108]. Charging

requirements for EVs may vary depending upon average trip length for individual EVs, they would

need either slow or fast charging [109]-[110]. Fast charging of EVs have an impact on power

distribution network due to rapid increase in charging load [111]-[114]. Individual studies have

been carried out to analyze the charging methods for EVs from control perspective [115]-[116].

Cost effective charging strategies for EVs have been analyzed in [117].

This piece of research showcase a fast charging infrastructure on highways to meet the

charging requirements for EVs. In this study a statistical analysis on waiting times for EVs at the

charging stations is done to investigate the key parameters affecting it. Utilization of charging

stations from charging station owner’s perspective is analyzed for different investment scenarios.

Power network loading due to fast charging of EVs is studied, which gives a clear picture of the

needed up-gradation of the future power distribution system based on various penetration levels
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of EVs. Real traffic data for a particular highway in Finland is obtained from Finnish Transport

Agency [118], which is considered to generate the volume of EV penetration to see the impact of

different parameters on the waiting times for EVs at the charging stations. Monte Carlo Simulation

(MCS) is used to generate fundamental characteristics of EVs, e.g. battery capacity, State-of-

Charge (SoC) of battery, average speed of EV. Following basic terms have been used to mention

different parameters of EVs:

State-of-Charge (SoC): It is the remaining energy in EV’s battery in terms of percentage of full

capacity of the battery.

Charging Time (Tcev): Time needed by EV to charge the battery from any SoC to its full capacity.

Dead Time (TD): Time needed to plug-in and plug-off the EV from charging socket.

Arrival Time (Tat): The instant at which an EV arrives at the charging station is the arrival time

of EV at the charging station under consideration.

Socket Queue Value (TQ): Each charging socket has the queue value which tells the time for

which it is already engaged.

Waiting Time (TW): Time spent by the EV after arriving at the station until its charging starts.

5.1.1 Queuing Theory

The order in which EVs arrive at the charging stations, arrival rate and the time they take

on average to charge their batteries have stochastic nature. The limited availability of charging

slots and the random behavior of traffic may lead the EVs to stay in the queue to wait for their

turn for charging their batteries at the charging stations. In order to address the stochasticity in

traffic behavior and different parameters of EVs, the fast charging infrastructure could be

developed by utilizing queuing theory [119]. If the arrival rate of EVs at the charging station “λ”

is more than the rate of departure “μ” of EVs then a queue is established at that particular charging

station. Queue follows the discipline of First Come First Serve (FCFS), for instance, EVs arriving

first at the charging station would be charged first. A simple queuing model of EVs at the charging

socket is presented in Fig. 5.1. Kendall’s notation [120], X/Y/1 is used to represent a single

charging socket queuing model, where “X” represents the arrival distribution of EVs, “Y”

represents the charging time distribution and the third letter specifies the number of charging

sockets in the system, e.g. here it is one for a single charging socket system. And the Little’s law

states that [121], “The average number of customers in a queuing system is the product of arrival
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rate and the average time a customer spends in the system”. The number of EVs in a queue “Nev”

at any time is the product of arrival rate “λ” and the average time spent by an EV “TS” in the

queue is given by Eq. (5.1).

𝑁 =  𝜆 × 𝑇 (5.1)

Fig. 5.1. Queuing model of EVs at the charging socket [IX]

If the arrival rate of EVs at the charging station is “λ”, and the departure rate is “μ”, then

the utilization rate “η” of that particular charging socket would be given by Eq. (5.2),

𝜂 =  (5.2)

Utilization rate represents the fraction of time for which a charging socket is being

delivering power to EVs. For instance, if η ≥ 1, this means that the socket is busy in delivering

power throughout the entire time period in a specific duration, however, if 0 < η < 1 then it means

that socket is partially busy and η = 0 means socket has been idle for the whole time period in a

specific duration. Queue of EVs grows to infinity if the charging rate is too slow as compared to

the arrival rate of EVs at a particular charging socket. This situation could be avoided if we have

utilization rate of charging socket less than unity i.e. η < 1.

The total average time “TS” an EV spends at the charging station is the sum of charging

time “Tcev”, waiting time “TW” and the dead time “TD” and is given by Eq. (5.3). Waiting time

for an EV is the sum of charging time and dead time of all EVs ahead of it in a particular queue at

a specific charging socket and is presented in Eq. (5.4). The charging time for an EV is the ratio
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of the energy need of EV to fully charge its battery “Ecev” and the power rating “Pr” of  that

particular charging socket, as presented in Eq. (5.5).

𝑇 = 𝑇 + 𝑇 + 𝑇 (5.3)

𝑇 =  𝑇 + 𝑇 + 𝑇 + ⋯ +  𝑇 + 𝑛𝑇 (5.4)

𝑇 =             (5.5)

If λ ≤ μ, then, TW = 0 and TS = Tcev + TD, but if λ >> μ, then, WT   and ST  , therefore the

length of queue grows to infinity.

There are two important factors which are closely related, one is the total waiting time for

EVs and the other is the peak charging load on the power distribution network. For instance, if we

prefer to avoid the queuing of EVs at the charging station by installing multiple charging sockets

at the charging stations, then we could charge multiple EVs simultaneously. However, it would

increase the peak load on the power network and also provide less utilization efficiency of the

charging sockets but it would offer no or less waiting time to EVs at the charging stations.

Conversely, if EVs are put in a queue to wait for their turn to get charged, then it would avoid the

simultaneous charging of EVs and the peak demand would be curtailed. Hence, there is a trade-

off between the waiting time and the peak power demand on the distribution network.

5.2 Simulation Model: A Case Study

Fig. 5.2 presents a case study in which a 160 km section of a highway is considered for the

simulation scenario for EV’s fast charging infrastructure model on highway. Two way traffic flow

is considered and the entry points “P1” and “P2” are at the two opposite ends of this section of

the highway. “YN” is the distance between any two adjacent charging stations. This section of the

highway could have 1 to N charging stations and each charging station could have 1 to NS charging

sockets. For the presentation of simulation results equal number of charging sockets at all charging

stations and equal distance between adjacent charging stations is considered. Fig. 5.3 shows the

traffic pulse of passenger cars on the section of highway under consideration based on actual data

obtained from Finnish Transport Agency and based on this traffic volume different penetration

levels of EVs are considered. Traffic data for a weekend is considered in order to take into account

the rush day. According to information obtained from Finnish Transport Agency, it is also known

that on weekend (Friday), about 70% of the total traffic drive towards rural areas though around
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30% of the traffic drive towards urban areas. EV’s penetration levels of 1%, 5%, 10%, 20%, 40%,

60%, 80% and 100% are considered.

CS1

P1 P2

Y2 km YN kmY1 km

Length of the Highway = Z = 160 km

CS2 CSNCS3

Y3 km Y4 km

S12S11 S1n S22S21 S2n S32S31 S3n SN2SN1 SNn

Plugin Plugin PluginPlugin

Fig. 5.2. EVs charging infrastructure model on highway: A case study [IX]

Fig. 5.3. Traffic volume of EVs for different penetration levels (1 p.u. corresponds to 3000 EVs per hour)

Table 5.1 lists a range of different parameters of EVs and chargers which are being

employed in Monte Carlo Simulations (MCS) to generate a population of EVs to model various

characteristics of EVs based on rational figures. Where “BC” is the battery capacity which is varied

from 15 kWh to 25 kWh, “SoCev” is the state-of-charge of the battery which could be from 20%

to 90%, “Mev” is the mileage of EV i.e. number of kilometers per kWh and it is varied between 5

km/kWh to 6 km/kWh, “V” is the average speed of EV on highway which could be 80 km/h to

100 km/h, “Z” is the length of the section of the highway under consideration, “Yn” is the distance

between adjacent charging stations, “N” is the number of charging stations considered for
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different simulations, “TW” is the average permissible waiting time for EVs at the charging

stations, and “Pr” is rating of the fast chargers, which is varied from 50 kW to 400 kW.

Table 5.1. Different parameters of EVs for MCS

Parameter
Range

Minimum Maximum

BC 15 kWh 25 kWh

SoCev 20% 90%

Mev 5 km/kWh 6 km/kWh

V 80 km/h 100 km/h

Z 160 km

YN 13.3 km, 16 km, 20 km, 26.6 km

N 5, 7, 9, 11

TW 5 minutes 60 minutes

Pr 50 kW 400 kW

Start t=0 Time Counter
t++

Choose no. of
EVs per minute

Generate data for
each EV

(BC,SoC,Speed,
Dct,Tat)

Note the point of
entry either P1 or

P2

Find the socket with
min. TW at each

accessible station

Find the
accessable

charging stations

Select the best suitable
socket with min. TW

Update the queuing
value TQ for selected

socket

If all EVs have
reserved their slot

Find the min. TW from
all the accessiable
charging stations

Find TQ  at each
socket

If MR needs to make
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Fig. 5.4. Algorithm for the reservation of charging slots for EVs at the fast charging stations [VII]

Fig. 5.4 elaborates the algorithm to reserve the charging slot for EVs with minimum waiting

time at the charging stations. After every minute it considers the number of EVs entering the

section of the highway based on different penetration levels of EVs. Then data for different

parameters of EVs is generated using MCS and the point of entry of individual EVs is identified

as P1 or P2. In order to reserve a charging time slot for an EV, the queue value “TQ” of each

charging socket in the system is fetched. Based on estimated arrival time of EV at each of the

charging stations “Tat”, the waiting time “TW (j,k)” for EV is calculated. The queue value of the kth

socket of the jth charging station is “TQ (j,k)”  and the arrival time at jth charging station is “Tat (j)”,
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If Tat (j) > TQ (j,k)

Then, TW (j,k) = 0 i.e. it implies that waiting time at this specific charging socket is zero.

Otherwise,

TW (j,k) = TQ (j,k) - Tat (j)    (5.6)

Waiting time at each of the individual charging sockets at the same charging station are compared

and minimum waiting time at each charging station is obtained. Based on remaining energy in EV

battery the accessible charging stations are identified. Minimum waiting times for all the

accessible charging stations are compared to get the actual minimum waiting time EV has to face

and that charging socket is selected to reserve the charging slot for the EV, i.e.

TW = minimum {TW (j,k)}    (5.7)

If at the selected socket TW = 0, then the queue value of the selected socket TQ (j,k) would be updated

as:

TQ (j,k) = Tat (j) + Tcev + TD    (5.8)

Otherwise,

TQ (j,k)  = TQ (j,k) + Tcev + TD    (5.9)

Now based on the battery capacity, mileage and the remaining trip length it is identified that

whether this EV would require multiple recharge in this particular section of the highway, if so,

then it puts the information of this EV in the multiple recharge database “MR” for making its

reservation for the next recharge. Then it checks all EVs entering during this minute have reserved

their charging slots, if so, then the multiple recharge database is checked for needed charging

reservation during this minute and it moves on to next minute.

5.3 Analysis of Relation between Socket-to-EV Ratio and TW

Number of charging sockets per EV in terms of Socket-to-EV ratio is the key parameter

when dimensioning a fast charging infrastructure for EVs. Waiting time for EVs TW at  the fast

charging station is directly influenced by the available charging sockets for EVs. Socket-to-EV

ratio has been drawn against average waiting time TW-avg in Fig. 5.5 in which average waiting time

is limited in a range varying from 5 minutes to 60 minutes. It is observed that Socket-to-EV ratio

decreases sharply when the acceptable waiting time starts to increase, meaning that more EVs
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would be in queue and less simultaneous charging of EVs would be occurring. A reduction of

about 51% in Socket-to-EV ratio is observed, when the average waiting time TW-avg is being

increased from 5 minutes to 60 minutes. This plot is drawn for seven charging stations scenario

and for 100% EV penetration.

Fig. 5.6 shows the effect of bringing more EVs within the acceptable waiting time limit of

less than 5 minutes on Socket-to-EV ratio. Even if we have average waiting time TW-avg limited to

less than 5 minutes but there are some individual EVs in a fleet of EVs which have waiting time

longer than this, this demands more sockets to be installed to bring more EVs within the acceptable

waiting time limit, which in turn enhances the Socket-to-EV ratio.

Fig. 5.5. Behavior of Socket-to-EV ratio
with the variation in waiting time

Fig. 5.6. Behavior of Socket-to-EV ratio
relative to % of EVs with TW < 5 minute

Fig. 5.7. Effect of penetration of EVs on
Socket-to-EV ratio when we limit the

average waiting time TW-avg to 5 minutes

For instance, if it is preferred to bring 100% of EVs within acceptable waiting time limit

then the Socket-to-EV ratio becomes 5 times more than the case where we have 75% of EVs within

the acceptable waiting time limit. Fig. 5.7 showcase the behavior of Socket-to-EV ratio with the

increase in penetration of EVs. Socket-to-EV ratio is more for lower penetration levels of EVs but

drops rapidly with the increase in penetration level.  For the penetration levels of EVs from 40%

to 80% the Socket-to-EV ratio shows a smooth declining variation.

5.3.1 Case Studies and Results

Fig. 5.8 shows the manner in which average waiting time for EVs TW-avg behave with the

variation in number of installed charging sockets and their rated charging power. A simulation

result is presented here in which 100% penetration level is considered with seven charging stations

scenario each of them 20 km apart. It is observed that average waiting time TW-avg is very high for
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less number of charging sockets with low rated power but the average waiting time TW-avg decreases

drastically with the increase in number of charging sockets at each charging station and the

increase in rated charging power of the chargers. Fig. 5.9 shows the trend of probability of EVs to

have acceptable waiting time with the variation in number of charging sockets per station and their

rated charging power. It is noted that increasing the number of charging sockets per charging

station is more effective than having high power rating chargers to reduce waiting times for EVs.

Table 5.2 demonstrates a comparison among three different scenarios, in which 95%, 99% and

99.99% probabilities of EVs with waiting times less than 5 minutes are considered. It is observed

that, for 95% probability case even though the average waiting time TW-avg is about one minute but

still there are some EVs which face waiting time of about 43 minutes. If we keep on increasing

the number of charging sockets per station with same charging power of 100 kW then we need

about 2.3 times more charging sockets per station to get 99.99% of EVs within acceptable waiting

time limit of 5 minutes as compared to 95% case.

Fig. 5.8. Behavior of waiting time with the variation in Pr and
NS in case of seven charging stations

Fig. 5.9. Probability of EVs with less than 5 minutes of TW

relative to Pr and Ns in case of seven charging station

Table 5.2. Three different scenarios for percentage of EVs with average waiting time TW-avg less than 5 minute

Scenario (EVs with TW < 5 minute) Ns Pr (kW) TW-avg (minutes) TW-max (minutes)

95% 385 100 1.046 42.93

99% 685 100 0.125 19.53

99.99% 900 100 0.014 6.16
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Fig. 5.10. Effect of variation in the number of charging stations and the distance between them on waiting time

Number of charging stations and so the distance between charging stations is varied to see

the impact on average waiting time. Fig. 5.10 shows a scenario in which 5, 7, 9 and 11 charging

stations are considered with a distance of 26.6 km, 20 km, 16 km and 13.3 km between the

charging stations respectively. Here the total number of charging sockets for the whole system of

all the charging stations is fixed and is same for each number of charging stations scenario. It is

observed that increasing the distance between charging stations or reducing the number of

charging stations for this particular section of the highway under consideration is more effective

to have less average waiting time.

5.4 Utilization of Charging Stations and Possible Investment
Scenarios

Developed fast charging infrastructure for EVs is analyzed from charging station owner’s

perspective. The utilization factor of charging sockets is studied for 100% penetration level case

to see how many hours an individual charging socket is delivering power over the day for different

percentage levels of EVs accommodated in the acceptable waiting time limit. Fig. 5.11 shows a

big picture of the investment scenarios by reflecting the utilization degree of the sockets which

decreases with the increase in Socket-to-EV ratio. In case-1, most of the sockets deliver power for

about 4 hours per day and some of them are busy for more than 6 hours per day. But in case-6,

majority of the sockets are busy for just less than an hour per day and about 41% of the sockets
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are delivering power for about 2 hours at maximum. Less utilization means that the sockets are

free most of the time and they are just installed to limit the maximum waiting time TW-max.

Fig. 5.11. Utilization of charging sockets in a day for different scenarios showing the service time (ts) per day in hours (In case of
100% EV penetration)

Fig. 5.12. Variation of system installation cost for different cases of waiting time

The installation cost for fast chargers is about 700 €/kW rating of the charger. Fig. 5.12

gives an estimate of different investment scenarios relating the penetration levels of EVs and the

percentage of EVs having waiting time less than 5 minutes. In other words, capital investment cost

is directly linked to Socket-to-EV ratio, the more Socket-to-EV ratio is, the more is the initial

investment needed for it. Therefore, by comparing the initial investment cost on each of the

individual scenarios from Fig. 5.12 and the utilization factor of sockets for each scenario from Fig.

5.11, the payback time and profitability could be deduced from it to see the feasibility of the

system.
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5.5 Power Network Loading for Different Penetrations of EVs

Another aspect of EV’s fast charging system is the rapid increase in power demand on the

power distribution network due to the simultaneous charging of EVs. Power network capacity

consideration is an important factor for the development of fast charging infrastructure as it

ensures the possible up-gradation of the power distribution network with the proportional increase

in penetration of EVs to fulfill their charging needs on highways.

5.5.1 Results

Fig. 5.13 presents the EV charging demand of the whole charging system and of individual

charging stations on the power distribution network over the day. Load on the power network is

increasing with the increase in penetration of EVs. Normally the charging load follows the traffic

pattern, i.e. the hours in which more EVs are entering this section of the highway the charging

power demand is more in the following hours. It gives an idea about the peak power demand on

the power network for possible enhancement of the network capacity. Effect of variation in

acceptable waiting time on peak power demand on the power distribution network is demonstrated

in Fig. 5.14.

Fig. 5.13. Variation of power demand on power network with the variation in EV penetration over the day

It is observed that if we allow longer waiting times for EVs in the charging queues then it

will lessen the simultaneous charging of EVs and eventually would curtail the peak power demand.

There is a trade-off between the allowable waiting time and power network capacity. If we need
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to reduce the waiting time then we have to increase the power system capacity but it would lead

to lower utilization of network capacity during low demand hours. Fig. 5.15 shows an overview

of the utilization of the power network capacity with the variation in allowable waiting time. It is

noted that, capacity loss becomes minimum when the acceptable waiting time is allowed to

increase to more than 15 minutes and the network utilization is maximum when the waiting time

gets closer to 45 minutes or more. Fig. 5.16 showcase the amount of peak power reduction with

the increase in acceptable waiting time limits. For 30 minutes of allowable waiting time, the peak

power could be curtailed to about 25% as compared to peak power demand for 5 minutes allowable

waiting time scenario.

Fig. 5.14. Effect of variation in waiting time on peak power demand

Fig. 5.15. Overview of utilization of power network capacity Fig. 5.16. Response of peak power reduction over variation in
average waiting time
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5.6 Conclusion

Dimensioning of the fast charging infrastructure for EVs on highways is challenging as if

our priority is to minimize the waiting time for EVs at the charging stations then it requires the

installation of a large number of charging sockets which in turn requires a huge amount of capital

investment. Although even if we install a large number of charging sockets to fulfill the minimum

waiting time requirement then it would reduce the utilization of individual charging sockets which

would offer a long pay-back time and less profitability to charging station’s owners. Loading of

the power distribution network is also affected by the simultaneous charging of many EVs at

different charging sockets, i.e. EV’s waiting time reflect an inverse relation with the peak power

demand on the power distribution network.
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Chapter 6. Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Conclusions

An intensive literature survey has been done to look on the main features of smart grid and

different control strategies in smart grid to achieve Demand Response (DR) objectives. Anatomy,

development platforms and the applications of intelligent agents in smart grid’s energy balance

management were explored. The flexibility of two time shiftable loads, e.g. Electric Vehicles

(EVs) and Storage Space Heating (SSH) is quantified. Role of EVs and SSH as a flexible load and

storage media in smart grid for the energy balance management is found out. Different studies

have been reviewed for the already available charging strategies for EVs and SSH.

This dissertation presented charging solutions for EVs and SSH in conjunction with their

potential to support power grid in critical and noncritical situations. In the interim, main hurdle in

fast penetration of EVs is the high capital cost, lack of charging infrastructure and limited range,

however the need for different proposals for their charging solutions would always be there.

Charging needs of EVs vary with the driving pattern and nature of trips, furthermore their role in

grid support depends on their flexibility and the incentive they get in return for their flexibility.

The method proposed in this research for the charging slot reservation of EVs at the fast charging

stations could be implemented on any highway for the development of fast charging infrastructure

for EVs, however respective penetration levels of EVs must be considered. Socket-to-EV ratio

gives a clue about the possible waiting times of EVs at the fast charging stations and the different

investment scenarios for the EV charging infrastructure. Power network loading due to

simultaneous fast charging of EVs provides an idea to the network owner for the possible up-

gradation of the network along with the information about the network capacity utilization.

Different power tariffs based DR gives choices to the customers to select the tariff which

suites best to their consumption habits for the energy cost savings from the flexible loads, e.g. EVs

and SSH. Power tariffs based DR helps the aggregator in planning of various power tariffs for the

optimal use of network resources and the enhancement of the profitability for the distribution

companies. By having information about the number of customers and their respective connected
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load in the system in different power tariffs categories, the aggregator could limit the peak power

for individual customers depending on the distribution network capacity.

Demand bidding framework for achieving intra-day DR objectives looks promising in terms

of energy cost savings for the customers and maximizing the network capacity utilization with

more renewable generation sources in the system for the aggregator. Intelligent charging of EVs

and SSH not only optimize the cost of energy but also offers a buffer to network for dealing with

critical situations. Potential of EVs as a market player in V2G and G2V is analyzed from both EV

owners’ and aggregators’ perspective. Following are the key contributions of this research based

on all the attached publications:

 Applications of intelligent agents as a distributed control entity for the development of smart

charging of EVs and SSH are explored and the flexibility of time shiftable loads e.g. EVs and

SSH is quantified.

 Intelligent agents based demand bidding framework is proposed for the participation of end

customers in the intra-day market when the day-ahead prices are known.

 Potential of EVs to participate in V2G for grid support based on proposed bidding algorithm

is evaluated.

 Effect of various power tariffs on peak power demand due to flexible loads is determined.

 Charging requirements for EVs travelling on highways along with the utilization of charging

stations are inspected and possible up-gradation needs of the power grid with increased

penetration of EVs is determined.

6.2 Future Work

Due to the lack of availability of actual data for EVs, Monte Carlo Simulations (MCS) are

employed to model various parameters of EVs which might lead to a risk of overlooking some of

the other features of EVs in the proposed charging models for EVs. For future, real measured data

for EVs could be used to examine the proposed frameworks. In this research, our focus was only

on the two major flexible loads, e.g. EVs and SSH, however in the future, consideration of other

non-critical loads as flexible loads in a typical household would be interesting to see their potential

for DR. Some of the following research topics based on this work could be studied in the future:

 Reasons for the comparatively slow penetration of EVs in the market and the challenges

we might face after having a sudden high penetration of EVs could be addressed

comprehensively.
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 Impact of V2G and G2V on energy pricing for various charging scenarios of EVs could

be studied.

 Charging control of flexible loads based on real time pricing is a vital subject of concern

for the future.

 Capacity of fast charging of EVs as frequency controlled reserves.
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